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Summary
This thesis studies exact rational parametrizations of blends between the natural quadrics.
The first part focuses on fixed and variable radius rolling ball blends as patches on canal
surfaces. Closed formulae for the blend parametrizations are provided where possible, as well
as general rational parametrization algorithms. The differential geometry of a canal surface
is described in terms the differential geometry of the corresponding curve in Minkowski
space. In particular, G1 or G2 continuity of the curve is inherited by the corresponding canal
surface. The above results are applied in the construction of composite rolling ball blends
with internal G1 or G2 continuity.
The second part of the thesis presents a new class of Pythagorean normal blending sur-
faces as duals of rational surfaces in isotropic space. Quadratic surfaces are classified in iso-
tropic space, their families of isotropic Möbius circles described, and the classification exten-
ded to singular isotropic cyclides.
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1 Introduction
One of the major bottlenecks in the traditional computer aided design-analysis-redesign cycle
is the transition between design and analysis models. The tools used in Computer Aided
Design (CAD) and those used in Finite Element Analysis (FEA) have been developed inde-
pendently, and their model representations have been chosen based on different needs and
priorities. Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) seeks to address this by using the same geometric
model throughout, from which both analysis models and design models can be extracted
[13]. When developing geometric models for IGA we need to reconcile the different re-
quirements of CAD and FEA. Though shape accuracy and geometric quality is important
in CAD, gaps between adjacent surface patches are allowed within fine tolerances. In FEA,
however, adjacent elements are required to match exactly in order to have watertight models,
and the tradeoff is less focus on geometric quality. The introduction of IGA has therefore
led to a renewed interest in exact representations of curve, surface and volume elements, for
high-quality models in terms of both geometry and connectivity.
In CAD, and in particular in the design of mechanical parts, complex objects are pre-
dominantly constructed from a limited set of simple primitive surfaces: planes, the natural
quadrics (spheres, and right circular cones and cylinders), and blends between them. Blend-
ing surfaces are mainly constructed by approximation using spline or NURBS (non-uniform
rational B-spline) surfaces. According to [55] (presented in 1986, reporting on a survey
from 1976), “99 percent of mechanical parts can be modelled exactly if one combines natural
quadrics with the possibility of representing fillets and blends”. While we might expect the
percentage to be somewhat lower almost 30 years later, there is still a predominance of shapes
built from these primitives.
The natural quadrics are Pythagorean normal (PN) surfaces, i.e., rational surfaces with
rational unit normal vector fields. A PN surface has rational offsets: if each point on the sur-
face is moved the same distance R along its normal vector, the resulting surface (its R-offset)
is still rational. One application of PN surfaces is Computer Aided Machining (CAM),
where we calculate the path of a machining tool at a constant distance from the final sur-
face. Rational offsets are also useful in IGA where we want to construct rational volume
parametrizations: by extending a PN surface parametrization along the surface normal we
obtain a rational volume parametrization of uniform thickness along the boundary surface
normals. Furthermore, if the original surface is a patchwork of PN surfaces with internal G1
continuity, the unit normal vectors coincide along the boundary of adjacent patches and the
resulting volume elements match exactly along the common boundary surface.
1
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Figure 1.1: Elliptic plane/cone intersection, rolling ball, spine, and touching curves.
In current CAD systems, the blending surfaces that are represented exactly are typically
patches on cylinders, spheres and tori, all of which are PN surfaces. The main result of
this thesis is the extension of the list of exact PN surface blends of the natural quadrics,
providing closed formulae for the blending patches when their expressions are compact, and
parametrization algorithms when they are not.
The thesis is a collection of five papers, included as Chapters 2-6. The first three papers
focus on exact rational parametrizations of rolling ball blends between the natural quadrics,
and the construction of composite rolling ball blends with internal G1 or G2 continuity.
They are summarized in Sec. 1.1. In the remaining two papers we construct a new class of
PN surface blends as duals of rational surfaces in isotropic space, the results of which are
summarized in Sec. 1.2. In Sec. 1.3 we give an overview of future directions of research.
1.1 Rolling ball blends between the natural quadrics
The construction of a rolling ball blend is easy to visualize (Fig. 1.1): let a sphere roll along
two surfaces in such a way that at any point it is tangent to both surfaces. The two curves
traced on the surfaces are called touching curves, the surface between them traced by the
sphere is the rolling ball blend (Fig. 1.2), and the path traced by the centre of the sphere is
called its spine curve. If the radius of the sphere varies along the intersection, this is described
by the radius function of the blend. The complete surface traced by the sphere (its envelope
surface) is called a canal surface, so the construction of rational parametrizations of rolling
ball blends is equivalent to the construction of rational patches on canal surfaces.
In general there are four possible positions of the blend along an intersection. In order
to eliminate this ambiguity we assign each surface an orientation, given by the direction of
its unit normal vector field. For a sphere this is specified by the sign of its radius: when the
radius is positive, the orientation of the sphere is towards its interior, if the radius is negative
it is towards its exterior. The precise definition of a rolling ball blend then requires that the
sphere is in oriented contact with the two surfaces along the intersection, i.e., that it is tangent
and that the directions of the unit normal vectors of the two surfaces coincide at the point of
tangency.
2
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Figure 1.2: Elliptic fixed radius rolling ball blend of a plane and a cone.
The rolling ball can be considered as a one-parameter family of oriented spheres with
centres on the spine curve s(t ) and radius given by the radius function r (t ). Writing f (t ) =
(s(t ); r (t )), the space of oriented spheres is identified with the four-dimensional Minkowski
space R3,1, i.e., R4 equipped with the scalar product
〈v,v ′〉= v1v ′1 + v2v ′2 + v3v ′3− v4v ′4, v = (v1,v2,v3,v4) , v ′ =
 
v ′1,v
′
2,v
′
3,v
′
4
 ∈R3,1 (1.1)
This scalar product defines the Minkowski metric: the distance between two points p, p′ ∈
R3,1 is p− p′=p〈p− p′, p− p′〉. (1.2)
Remark 1.1. The distance between two points in R3,1 defined by the Minkowski metric is not
necessarily real. Consider two oriented spheres, one contained completely within the other. Then
the distance between their centres is smaller than the difference between their radii, and for the
corresponding points p, p′ ∈ R3,1 we have ‖p− p′‖2 < 0. When ‖p− p′‖2 ≥ 0, the Minkowski
metric gives the tangential distance between the two spheres: the distance measured along a plane
in oriented contact with both spheres. When the distance is zero, the two spheres are in oriented
contact.
As the envelope of a one-parameter family of spheres, a canal surface corresponds to a
curve inR3,1. If the curve is rational, then so is the canal surface [45] and there exists minimal
bi-degree (n, 2) parametrizations of both the complete canal surface and of its rational surface
patches [29]. The quadratic isoparametric curves are circles, called characteristic circles, each
the contribution of one of the spheres to the envelope surface. If we consider the tangent line
of a curve in R3,1, the envelope of the corresponding linear family of spheres in R3 is called
the tangent cone of the canal surface, and it is tangent along a characteristic circle.
Remark 1.2. The length of the tangent vector f˙ is not necessarily real (see Rem. 1.1). For the
canal surface to be well defined (and the envelope surface real) we require that
 f˙ 2 > 0.
The geometry of oriented spheres and planes in R3 is called Laguerre geometry [11]. We
associate an oriented plane in R3 with a hyperplane in R3,1, corresponding to the spheres in
3
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Figure 1.3: Variable radius rolling ball blend of a cone and a plane: The one-parameter family
of spheres and the blending patch.
oriented contact with the plane. The model of Laguerre geometry described above, where
oriented spheres correspond to points and oriented planes correspond to hyperplanes, is
called the cyclographic model of Laguerre geometry. It has been extensively used to study canal
surfaces, in particular by Krasauskas [26–29, 32–34], and Peternell and Pottmann [46, 47, 59].
Note that the two approaches are slightly different, and that we here and in the following
chapters are using the approach of Krasauskas.
Remark 1.3. While we are focusing on exact rational parametrizations of rolling ball blends
and canal surfaces, there are also recent developments in approximative rational parametrization
techniques for canal surfaces [8–10], and generalizations to ringed surfaces [5, 7]. There is also
recent research on the use of Dupin cyclides as blending surfaces, [21, 22, 24]. These approaches do
not use Laguerre geometry, but work directly on the surfaces in R3.
In Sec. 1.1.1-1.1.3 we summarize the three papers [14, 15, 17] included in Ch. 2-4.
1.1.1 Rational fixed radius rolling ball blends between natural quadrics
In this first paper [17], we consider fixed radius rolling ball blends of the natural quadrics.
These blends are patches on pipe surfaces, i.e., canal surfaces whose radius function is constant.
There are four configurations of pairs of natural quadrics where a fixed radius rolling ball
blend is rational for any radius R:
- plan/cone intersections,
- two cones with two points of oriented contact,
- two cones with one point of oriented contact,
- a cone and a sphere with one point of oriented contact.
This is a consequence of the classification of pairs of natural quadrics in [27], based on the ob-
servation in [43] that quartic Steiner surfaces and rational ruled surfaces are the only surfaces
where any hyperplane section is rational.
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Figure 1.4: Fixed radius rolling ball blends of two cones with one (left, quartic spine) and
two (right, elliptic and parabolic spine) common touching point(s).
For the first configuration, blends between a cone and a plane, the pipe surface has a
quadratic spine (we say that the pipe surface is quadratic) with constant radius function R.
The rational parametrization of the blend is constructed by considering the families of cones
tangent to the pipe surface. There are three such families: one family corresponds to the
tangent lines of the curve in R3,1 and its cones are tangent along the characteristic circles
of the canal surface. The cones in the two remaining families are tangent along families of
quartic touching curves, each family covering the complete pipe surface. These cones are
R-offsets of cones through the quadratic spine curve. To parametrize a fixed radius blend
between two cones in the same family (one or both of which may degenerate into a plane),
we parametrize the quartic touching curves over the corresponding interval.
Remark 1.4. We parametrize a quadratic blend between two of the tangent cones corresponding
to tangent lines in R3,1 by parametrizing the characteristic circles of the canal surface. In fact,
in our parametrization algorithms described below we parametrize the blend of two cones from
different families by parametrizing arcs of characteristic circles between the two quartic touching
curves.
For the second and third configurations, cone/cone blends where the two cones have one
or two points of oriented contact, the above method is not suitable, as the two cones will
belong to different families of tangent cones. For these cases, and for the last configuration
of a sphere and a cone with one touching point, we apply the parametrization algorithm
described in [29]. The parametrization F (t , u) of the blending patch is decomposed into the
motion of the sphere along the spine curve s(t ) and the circular curve R N t (u) around the
sphere at each instance of t :
F (t , u) = s(t )+R N (t , u). (1.3)
The algorithm in [29] describes how the two endpoints β0 and β1 of the arc of circle N t (u)
on the unit sphere are lifted to the points X and Y in C2. A real interpolation (1− t )X+ tY ,
5
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t ∈ R, of X and Y parametrizes a line which is then projected onto an arc of circle on the
unit sphere using the generalized stereographic projection. In C2 this line between X and Y
is not unique. In order to arrive at the correct arc between β0 and β1, the interpolation is
adjusted by a lifting coefficient λ. In the original algorithm in [29], λ is given as the unique
solution of a linear system of equations. We improve the algorithm for the special case of
pipe surfaces in Alg. 2.13 by deriving the explicit formulation of λ as a function of β0 and
β1 (Lem. 2.12).
In the case of plane/cone blends, the parametrizations were sufficiently compact to be
stated in their final form. When we apply Alg. 2.13 to the other configurations, however,
the final expressions become unwieldy. We therefore give the closed expressions of X , Y ,
and λ, from which the parametrizations N (t , u) and F (t , u) can be calculated. The resulting
parametrization of the fixed radius rolling ball blend is of minimal bi-degree (n, 2), with n
specified for each of the configurations.
Two examples of quadratic and quartic fixed radius rolling ball blends between two cones
are shown in Fig. 1.4. A complete set of fixed radius blends of the various configurations of
natural quadrics are shown in Fig. 2.6-2.12.
Remark 1.5. The papers in this thesis are included as they were originally published, except minor
copy-editing and a change of layout. Since the publication of this first paper, we have realized a
simplification of the construction of the Gaussian image βi of the two touching curves. In the
notation of Lem. 2.4, let q ∈R3,1 be the point corresponding to the rolling ball, and p(u0) ∈R3,1
the point corresponding to the sphere inscribed in the cone in oriented contact with the rolling
ball. Then ‖q − p(u0)‖= 0, which means that |(q − p(u0))1..3|= | (q − p(u0))4 | where | . | is the
Euclidean metric, and ( . )1..3 and ( . )4 selects respectively the first three and the fourth coordinate
of a vector inR3,1. The left hand of the equation the distance between the centres of the two spheres,
and the right the difference in radius. The Gaussian image at this point is then the unit vector
β(u0) =
(q − p(u0))1..3
(q − p(u0))4
. (1.4)
This unit vector has the correct orientation with respect to the two spheres.
Main results
- Closed formulae for minimal bi-degree (n, 2) rational parametrizations of fixed radius
rolling ball blends between two natural quadrics, in the configurations where such blends
exist.
- Improvement of the parametrization algorithm for patches on canal surfaces from [29],
providing the closed expression for the lifting coefficient λ for pipe surfaces.
1.1.2 Piecewise rational parametrizations of canal surfaces
We now move from the fixed radius to variable radius rolling ball blends. In the first part of
[14] we extend the parametrization algorithm in [17] from pipe surfaces to canal surfaces, and
from fixed to variable radius rolling ball blends. The decomposition of the parametrization
6
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Figure 1.5: A canal surface with its tangent and principal normal cones (left), and its osculat-
ing Dupin cyclide (right).
in (1.3) includes a variable radius function r (t ):
F (t , u) = s(t )+ r (t ) N (t , u). (1.5)
For pipe surfaces, the characteristic circles RN (t , u) are great circles on the family of spheres.
However, the characteristic circles r (t ) N (t , u) of canal surfaces in general are not. This leads
to a change in the lifting coefficient λ (recall that λ selects the correct arc of circle between
two endpoints on the unit sphere) for variable radius rolling ball blends in Lem. 3.6. The
parametrization algorithm for rational variable radius blends is given in Alg. 3.8.
The main focus of the paper is to describe the differential geometry of canal surfaces in
terms of the differential geometry of the corresponding curves in R3,1. The differential geo-
metry of curves in Minkowski space R3,1 is described in [62, 63], for space-like and time-like
curves respectively. This terminology is inherited from the use ofR3,1 to formulate Einstein’s
theory of special relativity. A vector v is space-like, light-like or time-like if respectively
‖v‖ > 0, ‖v‖ = 0, or ‖v‖ < 0. The local type of a curve f (t ) is inherited from the type of
its velocity vector f˙ (t ), see for example the three types of lines described in Sec. 4.3.1. As we
are assuming that
 f˙ (t )> 0 to ensure that the canal surface is real (Rem. 1.2), the curves in
R3,1 corresponding to canal surfaces are locally space-like.
A curve in the 4-dimensional spaceR3,1 has a Frenet frame of four orthogonal unit vectors:
the tangent, principal normal, and the first and second bi-normal vectors, the first three
defined as in Euclidean R3 but using the Minkowski scalar product. We also define the
curvature cm of the curve in R3,1. If we consider the corresponding canal surface in R3, a
tangent cone is the envelope of a tangent line, and we can similarly consider the envelope of
the axes of the Frenet frame in R3,1 as the frame of the canal surface in R3. Note, however,
that since the signature of Minkowski space is (+++−), only three of these envelopes will be
cones. The fourth vector in the frame will be either light-like or time-like and will not have
a well-defined real envelope. A canal surface with its tangent and principal normal cones is
shown on the left in Fig. 1.5.
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Figure 1.6: Sequential and spherical corner blend.
Two adjacent surface patches in R3 are joined with G1 continuity, also called tangent con-
tinuity, if their tangent planes coincide along their common boundary curve. As the family
of tangent planes along a characteristic circle of a canal surface is defined by the tangent cone,
two segments of canal surface are joined with G1 continuity if and only if their tangent cones
coincide along the common characteristic circle, i.e., if the tangent lines of the corresponding
curve segments in R3,1 coincide. Thus G1 continuity of a canal surface is inherited from the
corresponding curve in R3,1.
To obtain G2 continuity, also called curvature continuity, we need to compare the prin-
cipal curvatures and principal curvature directions along the common boundary curve of
two adjacent surface patches. These are completely defined by the shape operator S of the
surface, by respectively its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The shape operator of a canal surface
is a triangular matrix, and we find the two principal curvatures (Λ1, Λ2, and X are defined in
Sec. 3.4.1)
c1 =
rΛ1Λ2−X
r (Λ1 (1+Λ2 r )−X ) , c2 =
1
r
. (1.6)
The curvature line associated with the principal curvature c2 is the characteristic circle at t .
As the principal curvature directions are perpendicular, they coincide for two segments of
canal surfaces joined with G1 continuity along a characteristic circle. Using the expressions
for the principal curvatures, we show that if two curve segments in R3,1 are joined with G2
continuity, then so are the corresponding segments of canal surfaces in R3.
We also find the conditions for G2 continuity with the end sphere of a curve segment.
When the curve segment is limited by the condition
 f˙ 2 > 0, the corresponding segment of
canal surface closes to a point with G2 continuity (see for example the figure on the right in
Fig. 1.11). We can also obtain G2 continuity along a circle on the end sphere if | s˙|2 = 0.
In EuclideanR3, the osculating circle at a point on a curve is the circle best approximating
the curve in this point. The corresponding concept in R3,1 is the osculating pseudo-Euclidean
(PE) circle. The osculating PE circle is unique, and by construction G2 continuous with
the curve. The canal surface corresponding to a PE circle is a Dupin cyclide, giving us the
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unique osculating Dupin cyclide of the canal surface [6, 38, 47]. A characteristic of Dupin
cyclides is that they are envelopes of two one-parameter families of spheres corresponding
to two distinct curves in R3,1. For the osculating cyclide, the second curve corresponds to
the family of osculating spheres of the canal surface along the characteristic circle, i.e., the
spheres tangent to the canal surface whose radius is the reciprocal of the principal curvature
c1 at the point of tangency. A canal surface and its osculating Dupin cyclide is shown on the
right in Fig. 1.5.
The parametrization algorithm and the continuity results summarized above can be ex-
ploited to construct composite blends with internal G1 or G2 continuity. We give two ex-
amples of such constructions: sequential and spherical corner blends. In a sequential corner
blend, shown on the left in Fig. 1.6, the corresponding curve in R3,1 is a sequence of curve
segments connected with G1 continuity. The blend is a patch on the resulting canal surface
with G1 continuity. In a spherical corner blend, shown on the right in Fig. 1.6, we con-
struct transitional edge blends to connect with a common sphere at the corner, guaranteeing
internal G2 continuity by ensuring that | s˙|2 = 0 at the end sphere.
Main results
- An extension of parametrization algorithm from [17] from fixed to variable radius rational
rolling ball blends, by an adjustment of the lifting coefficient λ.
- A description of the differential geometry of curves in R3,1, based on [62, 63], and the
corresponding structures for canal surfaces. This is used to prove that the G1 and G2
continuity of a curve in R3,1 is inherited by the corresponding canal surface in R3.
- We apply the parametrization algorithm and continuity results to two constructions of
internally G1 and G2 corner blends.
1.1.3 Rational parametrizations of edge and corner blends for isogeo-
metric analysis
The third paper [15] on rolling ball blends of the natural quadrics presents a novel approach
to the construction of blends of composite corners. In traditional blend constructions you
typically specify the boundary curves in the two surfaces, and then approximate a G1 con-
tinuous surface patch between them [60]. We move the blend construction to Minkowski
spaceR3,1, constructing a series of curves connected with G1 or G2 continuity. Algorithm 3.8
from [14] can then be applied to parametrize the blending patch on the corresponding canal
surface. We construct the blend by placing control spheres, specifying the blending radius at
certain key points. An example of a corner with control spheres and the resulting composite
blend is shown in Fig. 1.7.
Consider the spheres in oriented contact with an oriented surface in R3. The correspond-
ing hypersurface in R3,1 is called its isotropic hypersurface in R3,1. The intersection of two
isotropic hypersurfaces is a 2-dimensional surface corresponding to all spheres in oriented
contact with both surfaces, called the bisector surface in R3,1. There is a one-to-one corres-
pondence between rolling ball blends between the two surfaces and curves in the bisector
surface in R3,1. On the left in Fig. 1.8 we see the bisector surface of two cylinders with one
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Figure 1.7: The control spheres and the blend of a composite corner.
touching point, containing a family of spine curves. This surface in R3 is the projection onto
the first three coordinates of the bisector surface in R3,1, and the spine curves are the projec-
tions of the curves in R3,1 corresponding to a family of variable radius rolling ball blends of
the two cylinders.
When the two surfaces are planar, then so is their bisector surface in R3,1. Any rational
curve corresponding to a rational rolling ball blend can then be constructed as a Bézier curve
in this 2-dimensional plane [41]. The control points of the curve correspond to control
spheres of the blend. When the bisector surface in R3,1 is non-planar we construct curves
by taking hyperplane sections, specifying a sufficient number of tangent cones and control
spheres to obtain at least G1 continuity between adjacent patches. We choose to use hyper-
plane sections in order to keep the parametrization degrees of the curves low, but alternative
construction methods of curves in surfaces may be used as long as they can preserve tangent
lines at the endpoints.
In addition to the two edge blend constructions, planar Bézier curves and hyperplane
sections, we describe two approaches to corner blends. For a homogeneous corner where all
the adjoining edges are convex/concave we use the spherical blend described in [14]. When
the three adjoining edge blends corresponds to Bézier curves, we can ensure G2 continuity
between the edge blends and the corner blend by applying Rem. 3.18 and making the point
corresponding to the vertex sphere a double control point.
When the corner is heterogeneous we construct a Dupin cyclide blending patch, effectively
blending the edge blend of the single edge with the opposing face. Dupin cyclide blends have
been extensively studied, e.g., in [2–4, 21, 22, 28, 52–54, 56, 57], but the application to corner
blends is new.
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Figure 1.8: Spine curves in the bisector surface of two cylinders, and a cyclide corner blend
with its tangent cones.
Remark 1.6. Compared to some of the previous approaches, the description of Dupin cyclides
and Dupin cyclide blends is more natural in Minkowski space. A Dupin cyclide corresponds to
two PE circles at zero distance from each other. By determining the point of oriented contact
between pairs of spheres corresponding to points on the two PE circles, we construct a bi-degree
(2,2) parametrization of the Dupin cyclide. The isoparametric curves are the characteristic circles
with respect to the two PE circles, and they coincide with the principal curvature lines of the Dupin
cyclide. Any two cones corresponding to tangent lines of one of the PE circles can thus be blended
using the patch of Dupin cyclide between the corresponding characteristic circles.
In the case of a single edge blend, the only restriction on our choice of control spheres is
that they should be in oriented contact with both surfaces, i.e., that the corresponding points
inR3,1 lie in the bisector surface. When constructing a composite blend of a network of edges
and corners, we also need to consider the continuity between adjacent blending patches. In
the sequential construction of a composite blend, one end sphere and tangent cone is given
by the preceding blending patch. A hyperplane is then defined by the choice of a second end
sphere, and if there are sufficient degrees of freedom, a final control point or tangent cone.
On the right in Fig. 1.8 we see a Dupin cyclide corner blend and its tangent cones. The two
corresponding tangent lines determine the tangent direction of the curves corresponding to
the adjoining edge blends.
Algorithm 4.4 describes how a composite blend is constructed, ensuring at least G1 con-
tinuity between adjoining patches. It is illustrated by an example, both in the figures of [15]
and by a description of how the 11 steps of Alg. 4.4 are completed. This approach may be
generalized to a wider class of primitive surfaces, such as PN surfaces.
Main results
- A new approach for the construction of composite corner blends by considering blends
as piecewise rational curves in R3,1. We construct these curves with G1 or G2 continuity
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between adjacent curve segments, ensuring the same level of continuity between adjacent
patches of the corresponding variable radius rolling ball blends.
- The parametrization algorithm for rational composite corner blends is illustrated by an
example.
1.2 PN surface blends
In our work on rational parametrizations of rolling ball blends we have exploited the sim-
plicity of the structure of canal surfaces: when constructing parametrizations where the
characteristic circles are isoparametric curves, the complexity of a canal surface is on the level
of the curve in R3,1 rather than a surface in R3. As a consequence canal surfaces are easily
parametrizable and their shape is predictable, as the family of characteristic circles limits their
shape.
However, in terms of versatility and flexibility the structural simplicity of rolling ball
blends is a severe limitation. If we use the method of [15] and place control spheres to define
a quadratic rolling ball blend of a plane and a cone, then we only need to specify the blending
radius at two points to uniquely define a symmetric blend, and at three points to define an
asymmetric blend. Thus the blend is constructed with at most three degrees of freedom.
Furthermore, while some canal surfaces are of low implicit degree, such as Dupin cyclides
of degree 3 or 4, the implicit degree of a canal surface will in general be comparatively high
[20].
In this section, and in the two papers summarized below, we study a more general class
of blending surfaces that include quadratic canal surfaces: PN surface blends that are dual to
quadratic surfaces in three-dimensional isotropic space.
Remark 1.7. PN surfaces are related to rational two-parameter families of spheres in R3, i.e.,
rational 2-dimensional surfaces in R3,1 [44, 48]. Though the converse is true for curves, this is no
longer the case for 2-dimensional surfaces.
Three-dimensional isotropic space, denoted R3++0, is R3 equipped with the scalar product〈 , 〉 with signature (++ 0):
〈v,v ′〉= vxv ′x + vyv ′y , where v =
 
vx ,vy ,vz

and v ′ =

v ′x ,v
′
y ,v
′
z

. (1.7)
This gives us the isotropic metric
|p− p′|2 = 〈p− p′, p− p′〉=  px − p ′x2 + py − p ′y2 , (1.8)
i.e., the distance between the two points p =
 
px , py , pz

, p′ =

p ′x , p ′y , p ′z
 ∈ R3++0 is meas-
ured horizontally, parallel to the plane z = 0.
Remark 1.8. In this notation Minkowski space R3,1 is written R4+++−. However, to keep the
notation consistent throughout the thesis we still refer to Minkowski space as R3,1.
The isotropic counterpart of Möbius geometry, where isotropic Möbius (i-M) spheres
are vertical rotational elliptic paraboloids and non-isotropic (non-vertical) planes, is described
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Figure 1.9: The dual surfaces of vertical hyperboloids in R3++0. The figure on the right is the
dual canal surface of a rotational hyperboloid.
in [35, 46, 47, 50]. The intersection of two i-M spheres is an i-M circle, and is either a non-
isotropic line, a vertical parabola, or an ellipse whose top view (i.e., the orthogonal projection
onto the plane z = 0) is a circle.
Our interest in R3++0 is due to a theorem from [46, 47]: There is a 1-1 correspondence via
duality between non-developable rational offset surfaces (Pythagorean normal (PN) surfaces) in
Euclidean space and rational surfaces in isotropic space (the result is stated explicitly in Thm. 10
of [35]). In the previous section we described the cyclographic model of Laguerre geometry.
The dual correspondence gives us an isotropic model of Laguerre geometry [47, 50]. In this
model oriented planes in R3 are dual to points in R3++0, and oriented spheres are dual to
i-M spheres. Furthermore, an oriented circular cone is dual to an i-M circle in R3++0, thus
a surface in R3++0 containing a family of i-M circles is dual to a surface in R3 tangent to a
corresponding family of tangent cones. We use this to construct a new class of PN blending
surfaces between two cones, and between cones and planes.
Some examples of these dual surfaces, and the curves corresponding to the families of i-M
circles, are shown in Fig. 1.9-1.12. A complete set of figures of the duals of the canonical
forms of quadrics in R3++0 can be found in Ch. 5.
The construction of a blend parametrization from its dual in R3++0 is straightforward. If
F (s , t ) = (F1/F0,F2/F0,F3/F0) is a parametrization of the surface in R3++0, we write
T F i j k =

∂
∂ s
F i j k × ∂∂ t F i j k

.F i j k where F i j k =

Fi ,F j ,Fk

, {i , j ,k} ⊂ {0,1,2,3} (1.9)
for the mixed product of F i j k with its partial derivatives. Then the parametrization of the
dual surface is
eF (s , t ) = 1
T F 012

T F 023
−T F 013
0
+ 2F0F 20 + F 21 + F 22 T F 123T F 012

−F1
−F2
F0
 . (1.10)
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Figure 1.10: The dual surfaces of semi-vertical (left) and horizontal (right) one-sheeted hy-
perboloids.
In general this results in a significant increase in the bi-degree of the parametrization from
(m,n) for the surface in R3++0 to (5m− 1,5n− 1) for its dual. We are therefore interested in
classes of surfaces in R3++0 whose duals are of relatively low degree. For blending purposes
we also require that the surfaces contain one or more families of i-M circles.
Remark 1.9. When the parametrization of the dual surface is calculated from a surface of bi-
degree (m,n) in the Blaschke cylinder in P4, the increase in bi-degree is given by (3m− 2,3n− 2)
[30]. The increase in bi-degree when we calculate from a surface inR3++0 is expected, as the inverse
stereographic projection from R3++0 to the Blaschke cylinder is quadratic. However, the image
of an i-M circle under the inverse stereographic projection is a quadratic curve: the intersection
of the Blaschke cylinder with a two-dimensional plane in P4 [35, Thm. 3]. Thus curves in R3
corresponding to i-M circles in R3++0 are of degree 4 or lower, not 9 as in the original upper limit.
In Sec. 1.2.1 we summarize [18] which is a classification of families of i-M circles on
quadratic surfaces in R3++0. Section 1.2.2 summarizes [16] which extends the classification to
singular isotropic cyclides in R3++0. The two papers are included as Ch. 5-6.
1.2.1 Quadrics in isotropic space and applications
In Euclidean R3, irreducible quadratic surfaces (shortened to quadrics), are classified into
cylinders (elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic), cones, hyperboloids (one- and two-sheeted),
paraboloids (elliptic and hyperbolic), and ellipsoids. By applying rigid motions – transla-
tions and rotations around an axis – the quadrics can be placed in canonical positions at the
origin. Rigid motions are transformations that preserve the shape and size of surfaces. This
is generalized to other metric spaces by the concept of isometries: transformations that pre-
serve distances. In Euclidean R3, isometries are either rigid motions, reflections in a plane,
or compositions of these transformations (all of which may be decomposed into reflections).
The quadrics in canonical positions are isometrically distinct, i.e., they are representatives of
isometric equivalence classes of quadrics in Euclidean R3.
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Figure 1.11: The dual surface of an ellipsoid. The figure on the right is the dual canal surface
of a sphere in R3++0.
In isotropic space the set of isometries is slightly different, as distances are measured
horizontally. The linear transformations which preserve distances are compositions of
- translations,
- rotations around the z-axis,
- reflections in horizontal and vertical planes,
- vertical scalings by a strictly positive factor, and
- vertical shears.
The number of canonical forms of the quadrics then increases from the nine in Euclidean R3
to 23 distinct canonical forms and isometric equivalence classes in R3++0.
The total number of families of i-M circles on a surface in R3++0 is constant under isomet-
ries (for ease of notation we write “lines” instead of “linear i-M circles”). For each of the 23
canonical forms we determine its families of i-M circles of each type and provide parametriz-
ations where the families are isoparametric curves.
We then consider the dual surfaces in R3 of the quadrics in R3++0. A family of i-M circles
is dual to a family of tangent cones, which we define by its implicit equation in R3. Each
cone is tangent to a curve on the dual surface corresponding to an i-M circle on the quadric.
For some of the canonical forms, the dual is a quadratic canal surface, i.e., a canal surface
corresponding to a quadratic curve in R3,1 (see, e.g., the figures on the right in Fig. 1.9,
Fig. 1.11, and Fig. 1.12). Quadratic canal surfaces have been classified up to pseudo-Euclidean
(PE) equivalence in [34]. The classification and the other results of the paper are summarized
in Table 5.2.
When the dual is a canal surface and we consider the L-equivalence class(es) of the dual, we
see that three of these canonical forms are L-equivalent: upright parabolic cylinders, vertical
elliptic paraboloids, and vertical hyperbolic paraboloids correspond to cubic Dupin cyclides
of type P [2]+0 . These are the only canonical forms that contain a two-parameter family of
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Figure 1.12: The dual surface of a horizontal elliptic paraboloid (left) and a horizontal elliptic
cylinder (right).
parabolic i-M circles, and their dual canal surface has a two-parameter family of tangent cones.
The two families of characteristic circles of the Dupin cyclide correspond to intersections
with planes parallel to the two planes of symmetries of the surfaces in R3++0.
Cones in R3++0 are dual to classical quadratic canal surfaces, i.e., their canonical forms
correspond to the four classes of canal surfaces with signature (++) [34]. These canal surfaces
have a quadratic spine, and a radius function that depends linearly on the coordinates of the
spine. In the most symmetric case, i.e., the vertical circular cone, the dual is a quartic Dupin
cyclide. Non-vertical cylinders are dual to quadratic canal surfaces of signature (+0). The six
canonical positions of non-vertical cylinders correspond to the six classes of quadratic curves
in R3,1 with signature (+0) described in [34]. The families of lines on the cones and cylinders
correspond to the characteristic circles of the canal surfaces.
We also find some canal surfaces of signature (+−): the duals of vertical rotational (a = 1)
one- and two-sheeted hyperboloids, and the duals of spheres. These canonical quadrics in
R3++0 are canal surfaces only in these symmetric cases, so the general case of duals of vertical
hyperboloids and ellipsoids are generalizations of certain canal surfaces. For all three cases,
the number of families of tangent cones (and total number of families of lines and i-M circles)
is reduced by one when the duals are canal surfaces.
For the remaining (non-vertical) canonical positions of hyperboloids and paraboloids, the
duals are never canal surfaces, and constitute a new class of PN blending surfaces for circular
cones. In the case of semi-vertical and horizontal two-sheeted hyperboloids, the dual surfaces
resemble the duals of respectively semi-vertical and upright hyperbolic cylinders. Thus these
PN surfaces can be seen as generalizations of canal surfaces of L-equivalence class P+0 andeH+0.
We expect that the duals of one-sheeted hyperboloids in particular will be versatile when
used to construct blending surfaces between two cones: the number and variety of families of
lines and i-M circles enables us to parametrize both the hyperboloid and its dual at relatively
low bi-degree.
Our motivation for this classification of the quadratic surfaces in R3++0 is the applica-
tion to PN blending surfaces between cones and between cones and planes. We provide
an example construction which is a generalization of quadratic rolling ball blends between
16
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Figure 1.13: Blending three cylinders: A patch on the torus (left) and a patch on the PN
surface (right).
cylinders and planes.
As we described in Sec. 1.1.3, a quadratic rolling ball blend of a cone or cylinder with a
plane is uniquely determined by three control spheres, or by a common tangent cone and a
control sphere. Equivalently, the blend is defined by two tangent cones inscribing a common
sphere. If we relax this last conditions, allowing any two tangent cones (with a total of four
degrees of freedom), we can construct a bi-degree (3,4) blend between the cylinder, the plane,
and the two tangent cones. The dual image in R3++0 of the plane is a point, and the duals of
the cones and cylinder are three arcs of i-M circles limiting a triangular patch. By applying
the parametrization algorithm in [35, Thm. 1] with the dual of the plane as a double control
point of a rectangular surface patch, we find a bi-degree (2,2) parametrization of the dual of
the blend. Then (1.10) gives us the blend parametrization. Fig. 1.13 shows a blending patch
on the torus, defined by two tangent cylinders of equal radius, and the PN blending surface
obtained by halving the radius of one of the tangent cylinders.
Main results
- A classification of irreducible quadratic surfaces in R3++0 up to isometric equivalence. Each
of the 23 equivalence classes is defined by a canonical form.
- For each of the canonical forms we give the number and type of the families of i-M circles
they contain, and the corresponding families of tangent cones of the dual surface in R3.
- When the dual is a canal surface, we determine its L-equivalence class.
- When the dual is a non-canal PN surface, we use it to construct a new class of cone/cone
and cone/plane blends.
1.2.2 Isotropic Möbius geometry and i-M circles on singular isotropic
cyclides
In the isotropic counterpart to Möbius geometry [35, 46, 47, 50], i-M transformations map
i-M circles to i-M circles. Thus the classification of families of i-M circles on quadrics in R3++0
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[18] can be extended to the images of the quadrics under i-M transformations. In [16] we
adapt the results of Möbius geometry in [40, Sec. 5] from Euclidean R3 to isotropic space
R3++0, and apply the results to generalize the classification summarized in Sec. 1.2.1.
All i-M transformations can be expressed in terms of the following four generating trans-
formations: uniform scalings, translations, inversions, and vertical reflections [35, Lem. 1].
Let B be the Blaschke cylinder [35]
B : x21 + x22 − 2x0x∞ = 0, x = (x0, x1, x2, x3, x∞) ∈ P4, (1.11)
pi a stereographic projection from the Blaschke cylinder to the projective space over R3++0
pi : P4→ P3, (x0, x1, x2, x3, x∞) 7→ (x0, x1, x2, x3) , (1.12)
and σ =pi−1 its inverse
σ : P3→ B ⊂ P4, (x0, x1, x2, x3) 7→

x20 , x0x1, x0x2, x0x3,
1
2
 
x21 + x
2
2

. (1.13)
We define the i-M transformation diagram of an i-M transformation µ as
B β−−−→ Bxσ ypi
P3 µ−−−→ P3
(1.14)
The diagram commutes for a given linear isomorphisms β associated with each of the four
generators above.
If W ∈ P3 is a surface, then its i-M type (d , c) consists of its degree d and the multiplicity
c of the isotropic absolute conic in W . The i-M degree of W is the degree of its i-M model
σ (W ) ⊂ B, and we show that if the i-M type of W is (d , c) then its i-M degree is 2 (d − c).
As β is linear, it follows that the i-M degree is invariant under i-M transformations.
We also determine how the i-M type (d , c) of a surface W changes under the inversion
invp = Tp ◦ inv ◦T −1p in a point p ∈R3++0. If p is of multiplicity m with respect to W , then
the i-M type of invp(W ) is (2(d − c)−m, (d − c)−m).
An isotropic cyclide is defined by the equation
a
 
x21 + x
2
2
2 + L (x)  x21 + x22 +Q (x) = 0, x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈R3++0, (1.15)
where L and Q are respectively linear and quadratic polynomials. When a 6= 0 the i-M type
of the quartic isotropic cyclide is (4,2), and when a = 0 and L 6= 0 its i-M type is (3,1).
Using the formula above we find that if you invert the isotropic cyclide through a singularity
of multiplicity 2, then the resulting surface is of i-M type (2,0), i.e., it is a quadric. As the
number of families of lines and i-M circles remain constant under i-M transformations, our
classification of families of lines and i-M circles on the quadrics may thus be extended to
singular isotropic cyclides. Figure 1.14 shows two examples of quartic isotropic cyclides,
inverse images of a horizontal cone, and their three families of i-M circles.
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Figure 1.14: Two quartic isotropic cyclides, inverse images of a horizontal cone, and their
three families of i-M circles.
Main results
- The isotropic counterpart of the results from Euclidean Möbius geometry described in
[40, Sec. 5], in particular the formula for the change in degree under i-M inversions and the
preservation of the number of families of lines and i-M circles under i-M transformation.
- By applying these results to isotropic cyclides, we find an extension of our classification of
families of i-M circles on quadrics [18] to singular isotropic cyclides.
1.3 Future directions of research
There are several interesting directions of future research based on the work we have com-
pleted in this thesis. One area that we have not touched upon here is quality of paramet-
rization. Our parametrizations are high-quality in the sense that they are exact and where
possible of minimal bi-degree, but we have not considered, e.g., the evenness of the paramet-
rizations. Consider the fixed radius rolling ball blend of two cones with one touching point
on the left in Fig. 1.4. We see that the parameter lines are gathered on the left hand side,
both on the left and on the right hand side of the smaller cone. This means that we can not
improve the evenness of the parametrization by a linear re-parametrization.
A second area of interest is extension of these surface parametrizations to volume para-
metrizations, and their applications in Isogeometric Analysis. This would include the im-
plementation of our parametrization algorithm in industrial CAD and analysis systems. A
natural continuation would also be to investigate blends between a wider class of primitive
surfaces, such as PN surfaces.
Finally, we would like to continue our investigations of surfaces in isotropic space con-
taining families of i-M circles, and their applications in the construction of low bi-degree
parametrizations of PN blending surfaces in Euclidean R3. This includes families of i-M
circles on non-singular isotropic cyclides, and a theory of webs of i-M circles or i-M circular
meshes [49] as a parallel to the surfaces in R3 described in [51]. Generalizing further, we
would like to develop a theory of i-M celestial surfaces, as an isotropic analogue to [40].
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Abstract
By applying results on canal surfaces, we study exact rational parametrizations of fixed ra-
dius rolling ball blends of pairs of natural quadrics. We classify all configurations where
this kind of rational parametrization is possible, and describe a general algorithm for
parametrizing fixed radius rolling ball blends. The algorithm is then applied to paramet-
rize the fixed radius rolling ball blends of pairs of natural quadrics.
2.1 Introduction
Simple primitive shapes play an important role in CAD, as building blocks of more complex
shapes. According to [55], “99 percent of mechanical parts can be modelled exactly if one
combines natural quadrics with the possibility of representing fillets and blends”, and while
we might expect the percentage to be somewhat lower 25 years later, there is still a predom-
inance of shapes built from these primitives. In this context planes are considered natural
quadrics, along with spheres and right circular cylinders and cones. Fillets and blends (in the
following we write “blends” for both) are usually generated by fixed radius rolling ball meth-
ods. Though the natural quadrics are rational, in general rolling ball blends between them are
not, so in current CAD systems they are constructed by approximation in all but the simplest
cases. On the other hand, if we consider the complete surface traced by a rolling ball, not
just the patch giving the blend, it is self-evident that this is a canal surface: the envelope of a
one-parameter family of spheres.
Canal surfaces have been studied extensively during the last 15 years by several authors
(see, for example, [12, 29, 37, 39, 45]). It has been proved that a canal surface with a ra-
tional spine (the curve traced by the centres of the spheres) and rational radius function is
itself rational. Constructions of canal surface parametrizations have been presented, together
with their degree bounds. Unfortunately, there is still a gap in the literature in terms of
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Figure 2.1: Elliptic plane/cone intersection, rolling ball, spine, and touching curves.
applying the theoretical results on canal surfaces to practical applications in CAD. In part
this is a result of the differing world views of mathematics and engineering: the non-trivial
surfaces interesting to mathematicians studying canal surfaces, while having exact rational
parametrization, are of too high degree to be of any interest in practical applications. But it
turns out that some simple cases, which can be parametrized with reasonably low degrees,
are in fact prevalent in CAD: rolling ball blends of two natural quadrics with rational offset
intersections.
Although shape accuracy is important in current CAD, there is no requirement that
adjacent surfaces match exactly, so gaps within fine tolerances are allowed. However, the in-
troduction of Isogeometric Analysis (see e.g. [13]) changes this as in Finite Element Analysis
adjacent elements are required to match exactly. Consequently, there is growing interest in
employing exact shape representations when possible to minimize the challenges related to
approximation. The aim of our paper is to close the gap in the literature by applying theor-
etical results on canal surfaces, and by doing so extend the list of exact rational rolling ball
blends of natural quadrics.
We start by introducing the necessary theoretical background in Sec. 2.2. In Sec. 2.3 we
construct the parametrization of the blend for the simplest configuration of natural quadrics:
plane/cone intersections. In Sec. 2.4 we present an algorithm for minimal degree parametriz-
ations of fixed radius rolling ball blends of two surfaces with rational offset intersections, and
in Sec. 2.5 we classify the remaining configurations of natural quadrics whose blends can be
parametrized rationally by our approach. In Sec. 2.6 we show how the blend of two cones,
and a cone and a sphere are parametrized. Finally, we sum up our results in Sec. 2.7.
2.2 Theoretical background and terminology
Fixed radius rolling ball blends between surfaces are a common feature in CAD programs. It
is an easy concept to visualize (see Fig. 2.1): let a ball of radius R roll along the intersection
of the two surfaces in such a way that at any point it is tangent to both surfaces. The two
curves traced on the surfaces by the ball are called touching curves, and the surface traced by
the ball between them is the rolling ball blend. The radius of the blend is the radius R of the
rolling ball, and the path traced by the centre of the ball is called its spine curve. The complete
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Figure 2.2: The orientations of the surfaces determine the placement of the rolling ball.
surface traced by the ball is a pipe surface: a canal surface with constant radius.
Two intersecting surfaces have several possible blending surfaces: in Fig. 2.1 the blend can
be placed above or below the plane, and inside or outside the cone. In order to make the po-
sitioning of the blend unambiguous, we assign surfaces orientations given by the direction of
their unit normal vectors (for ease of notation, simply called normals in the rest of the text).
For spheres orientation is encoded in the sign of the radius: a positive radius corresponds to
normals oriented towards the inside of the sphere, a negative radius corresponds to normals
oriented outwards. The blend is placed where the orientation of the rolling ball coincides
with the orientation of the two surfaces, i.e., the rolling ball is in oriented contact with the
two surfaces. In Fig. 2.1, if the radius of the rolling ball is positive, then the orientation of
the plane and the half-cone it intersects is up- and outwards respectively (note that the orient-
ations of the two half cones are opposite). By allowing the radius of the blend to be negative,
we have reduced the number of cases to the two in Fig. 2.2.
The R-offset of a surface is constructed by moving each point on the surface the same
length R along its normal. The natural quadrics are offset stable in the sense that their type
is preserved when offsetting: the offset of a cylinder is still a cylinder, and so on. This offset
stability is advantageous in e.g. Isogeometric analysis and applications in architecture. It is
also useful when we determine the spine of a rolling ball blend:
Remark 2.1. If we intersect the R-offsets of two intersecting natural quadrics, we obtain a curve
that is equidistant from the two surfaces. This is the spine of the rolling ball blend of radius R.
The touching curves of the blend are found by projecting the spine onto the two surfaces.
To determine the projections onto the natural quadrics it is convenient to use some elements
of Laguerre geometry.
2.2.1 Laguerre geometry
Laguerre geometry is a geometry of spheres - instead of considering points and distances
between points, we consider oriented spheres and tangential distances between spheres. An
oriented sphere p is given by its centre x = (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3 and radius x4 ∈ R. Using the
notation p = (x ; x4) = (x1, x2, x3; x4), the space of all oriented spheres is identified with the
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Figure 2.3: Tangential distance between spheres.
Minkowski space R3,1, i.e., 4-dimensional spaceR4 equipped with the Minkowski scalar product
of vectors:
〈v,v ′〉= v1v ′1 + v2v ′2 + v3v ′3− v4v ′4. (2.1)
A point in R3 can be considered a sphere of zero radius, so in the following (x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3
is identified with (x1, x2, x3; 0) ∈R3,1.
The tangential distance between two oriented spheres p0 and p1 is defined by the formula
d (p0, p1) = ‖p1− p0‖=
Æ〈p1− p0, p1− p0〉. (2.2)
As long as 〈p1 − p0, p1 − p0〉 ≥ 0, (2.2) has a geometric interpretation: it is the distance
between the touching points of the given spheres with a common oriented tangent plane (see
Fig. 2.3). When the tangential distance is zero, we say that the two spheres are in oriented
contact.
In differential geometry a canal surface is the envelope of the family of spheres x(t ) =
(x1(t ), x2(t ), x3(t ); x4(t )) with centres at (x1(t ), x2(t ), x3(t )) and radius x4(t ). Using the above
representation of spheres as points in Minkowski space, a canal surface corresponds to a curve
in Minkowski space.
Remark 2.2. Cones and cylinders are canal surfaces. Both have linear spines (their axes), and
while a cylinder has a constant radius function (i.e. is a pipe surface), the radius function for a cone
is linear.
It follows from Rem. 2.2 that cones and cylinders correspond to lines in Minkowski
space. A cylinder can be considered as a cone with apex at infinity, so in the following we
write “cones” meaning “cylinders and cones”, and use the parametrization
p(u) = p0 + u (p1− p0) , p0, p1 ∈R3,1, u ∈R (2.3)
for the line associated with the cone C , where p0 and p1 are two spheres inscribed in C .
The apex of the cone corresponds to the point on the line with the fourth coordinate zero,
i.e., the sphere with zero radius.
Remark 2.3. Not every line in Minkowski space describes a cone: the necessary and sufficient
condition for a line through two points p0 and p1 to define a cone is 〈p1− p0, p1− p0〉> 0, i.e.,
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Figure 2.4: Projecting onto the cone: the tangent sphere in the cone and the corresponding
parabolic pencil of spheres.
d (p1, p0) ∈ R+. This means that cones in R3 correspond to hyperbolic lines in R3,1, and the
corresponding family of spheres is a hyperbolic pencil of spheres. When 〈p1− p0, p1− p0〉= 0 (i.e.
the line is parabolic) the line describes all spheres that are in oriented contact at one point, which
is a parabolic pencil of spheres. The envelope of this family of spheres is a plane, which can be
considered a degenerate cone with apex at the common touching point.
With the above elements of Laguerre geometry we determine the touching point of a
sphere in oriented contact with a natural quadric. Two touching spheres generate a parabolic
pencil of spheres (see Fig. 2.4), and the touching point is the apex of the corresponding
degenerate cone (see Rem. 2.3). Note that a sphere q in oriented contact with a cone C is
in oriented contact at a unique point, and is therefore in oriented contact with exactly one
sphere p(u0) in the family associated with the cone. We find u0 by solving the quadratic
equation
d (q, p(u))2 = 〈q − p(u),q − p(u)〉
= 〈q − p0− u (p1− p0) ,q − p0− u (p1− p0)〉
= ‖q − p0‖2− 2 u 〈q − p0, p1− p0〉+ u2 ‖p1− p0‖2 = 0. (2.4)
As the sphere q is in oriented contact with C at a unique point, (2.4) has a unique solution,
so the discriminant of the quadratic equation is zero.
Lemma 2.4. A sphere q ∈ R3,1 in oriented contact with the cone C associated with the line
p(u) = p0 + u (p1− p0) ∈R3,1 is in oriented contact with the sphere
p(u0) = p0 +
〈q − p0, p1− p0〉
‖p1− p0‖2
(p1− p0) . (2.5)
The touching point T of q andC is the apex of the parabolic pencil of spheres generated by q and
p(u0):
T =
pi4(p(u0)) q −pi4(q) p(u0)
pi4(p(u0))−pi4(q) . (2.6)
where pi4 is the projection onto the fourth coordinate.
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Setting the discriminant of (2.4) equal to zero gives the implicit equation for the spheres
in oriented contact with the cone:
Corollary 2.5. A sphere x ∈R3,1 is in oriented contact with the coneC if and only if it satisfies
〈x − p0, p1− p0〉2−‖x − p0‖2 ‖p1− p0‖2 = 0. (2.7)
We call the quadratic hypersurface of R3,1 defined in Cor. 2.5 the isotropic quadric of the
cone C .
2.3 Rolling ball blends of plane/cone intersections
We start with the simplest non-trivial case of configurations of natural quadrics: the inter-
section of a cone and a plane. In general, the spine of a cone/plane blend is a conic section:
ellipse, hyperbola or parabola. These blends are inherently rational: for any given plane and
cone, their R-offsets intersect in a conic section, thus we can find a rational parametrization
of the blend for any fixed radius R. In this section we show the details of the blend construc-
tion for elliptic blends, the results for hyperbolic and parabolic blends can be derived using
the same approach. As the parametrizations of the touching curves and blending surfaces
are rational, for ease of notation they are presented in projective coordinates where the first
coordinate is the homogeneous coordinate. All parametrizations are in R3 or the project-
ive space over R3, so we distinguish projective points from affine points by the number of
coordinates, and define the projection of x = (x0, x1, x2, x3) ∈ RP3 from projective to affine
coordinates: [x] = (x1/x0, x2/x0, x3/x0) ∈R3.
2.3.1 Elliptic rolling ball blend
Consider a cone C and a plane P whose R-offsets CR and PR intersect in the ellipse E (see
Fig. 2.1) parametrized by
E(t ) =

a
2t
1+ t 2
, b
1− t 2
1+ t 2
, 0
T
, 0< b < a, t ∈R. (2.8)
We can assume that the ellipse is in canonical position without any loss of generality, as we
can always consider the blend in the local coordinates of its spine. If the orientation of P is
given by the normal vector n= (0,0,1)T , the plane is given implicitly by z =−R. A classical
result by G. P. Dandelin (see e.g. Theorem 4.1 in [58] or the tangent ball theorems in [42])
states that if a plane intersects an axial natural quadric in a non-degenerate conic, there are
one or two spheres inscribed in the quadric and tangent to the plane, and the tangent points
are the foci of the intersection conic. The inscribed tangent spheres are called focal spheres.
In the elliptic case, there are two spheres inscribed in the cone CR, tangent to the plane
PR at the foci of E . One sphere is resting on the xy-plane at the focus (c , 0, 0)T , where
c2 = a2− b 2, so if its centre is at (c , 0,v)T then the radius of the sphere is ±v. If the half cone
intersecting the plane is oriented outwards, the sphere is given by (c , 0,v;−v). The tangential
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Figure 2.5: Touching curves on the pipe surface of the blend.
distance between the two focal spheres is 2a and the radius of the second sphere is equal to
the z-coordinate of its centre, so solving ‖(c , 0,v;−v)− (−c , 0, z; z)‖ = 2a for z gives us the
second focal sphere
 −c , 0,−b 2/v;−b 2/v. The two focal spheres in CR are −R-offsets of
two spheres inC : p0 = (c , 0,v;R− v) and p1 =
 −c , 0,−b 2/v;R− b 2/v. We use p0 and p1
to parametrize the line corresponding to the cone C in Minkowski space:
p(u) = p0 + u (p1− p0) = (c , 0,v;R− v)− u
 
2c , 0, b 2/v + v; b 2/v − v . (2.9)
Given the plane P and the cone C , we want to parametrize the rolling ball blend of
radius R with spine E . We start by finding the touching curves on the plane and the cone.
The touching curve on the plane is a translation of the spine ellipse E along n:
a
2t
1+ t 2
, b
1− t 2
1+ t 2
,−R
T
. (2.10)
The rolling ball x t = (E(t );R) is in oriented contact with the cone, so applying Lem. 2.4 to
x t we find the tangent sphere p t . Let pi4 be the projection onto the last coordinate. The
touching point of x t and C is then given in Lem. 2.4:
T +v (t ) =
pi4(p t ) x t −pi4(x t ) p t
pi4(p t )−pi4(x t )
. (2.11)
Expanding the expressions of x t and p t we find the parametrization of the touching curve
on the cone:
T +v (t ) =

 
a
 
v2 + b 2
  
1+ t 2

+ 2 c
 
v2− b 2 t   1+ t 2
2
  
a2
 
v2 + b 2
− 2vb 2R  1+ t 2+ 2ac  v2− b 2 t  t
b
 
a
 
v2 + b 2− 2Rv  1+ t 2+ 2 c  v2− b 2 t   1− t 2
R
 
a
 
v2− b 2  1+ t 2+ 2 c  v2 + b 2 t   1+ t 2
 (2.12)
Note that CR is not the only cone that intersects the plane P in the ellipse E - in fact p0
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Figure 2.6: Elliptic rolling ball blend, (a, b , c ,R,v0) = (5,3,4,1,0.35).
and p1 generates a cone whose R-offsets go through E for any choice of v. Each of the cones
has a quartic touching curve on the pipe surface (see Fig. 2.5). The pipe surface is the union
of a one parameter family of circles, each circle belonging to one of the spheres in the one
parameter family of spheres defining the pipe surface. A circle is a rational quadratic curve,
so its parametrization by a line in parameter space is injective. By examining (2.12), we find
that the circles are the isoparametric curves for t constant. T +v (t ) is therefore an injective
map onto the pipe surface, and as such a parametrization of the pipe surface. Evaluating
T +v (t ) at v = 0 we recover the ellipse in (2.10), so both of our original touching curves are in
the family of curves.
Theorem 2.6. The rolling ball blend BE of radius R of the plane P and cone C whose R-offsets
intersects in the ellipse E in (2.8) is parametrized by
BE(t ,v) =

T +v (t )

, t ∈R,v ∈ [0,v0] , (2.13)
where −v0 is the radius of the focal sphere of the offset cone at the positive focal point. This para-
metrization is rational of bi-degree (4,2).
Remark 2.7. We have made a choice in the orientation of the plane and cone. The paramet-
rization of the blend for other combinations of orientation is derived by changing n and/or the
orientation of the focal spheres. By considering the cones whose offset cones have the opposite ori-
entation of the family above, we find a second family of cones and quartic touching curves on the
pipe surface.
The blend is a rationally parametrized surface patch of bi-degree (4,2), which can be given
in tensor product Bezier form:
B(t ,v) =
4∑
i=0
2∑
j=0
Q i , jB
4
i (t )B
2
j (v) (2.14)
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Figure 2.7: Elliptic rolling ball blend with control mesh.
where B4i (t ) and B
2
j (v) are Bernstein basis functions, and Q i , j the weight points of the patch.
Weight points are the rational equivalent to control points: a weight point Q i , j =

w,wq i , j

corresponds to a control point q i , j with weight w. A weight point with the first coordinate
zero corresponds to a control point at infinity.
Consider the inner quarter of the elliptic pipe surface parametrized by B(t ,v) with t ∈
[−1,1] and v ∈ R+. To retrieve the weight points of this surface patch, we reparametrize
B(t ,v) by replacing t with t˜ = (t + 1)/2 and v with v˜ = v/ (b + v) to send the parameter
intervals to [0,1]. A change of polynomial basis from monomial to Bernstein basis then gives
us the following weight points:
Q =

(a+ c) (e0− ae1−Re3) bRe1 (a− c) (e0− ae1 +Re3)
1
2 b (a+ c)e2 − 12aRe2 12 b (a− c)e2
1
3a (e0 + ce1−Re3) 0 13a (e0− ce1 +Re3)
1
2 b (a− c)e2 − 12aRe2 12 b (a+ c)e2
(a− c) (e0 + ae1−Re3) −bRe1 (a+ c) (e0 + ae1 +Re3)

(2.15)
where e i are unit coordinate vectors and e0 the homogeneous coordinate.
The weight points of the rolling ball blend of radius R of the plane P and cone C are
found by subdividingQ at v˜0 = v0/(v0+b ). In Fig. 2.7, we see a quarter of the blend, together
with its control mesh.
2.3.2 Hyperbolic and parabolic blends
The above construction of the elliptic rolling ball blend applied to hyperbolic and parabolic
blends gives us the parametrizations for these cases. Consider the radius R blend of a cone
and a plane, with hyperbolic spine
H(t ) =

a
1+ t 2
2t
, b
1− t 2
2t
, 0
T
, 0< b ,a, t ∈R. (2.16)
By parametrizing the cone by the offsets of the focal spheres of the spine
p0 = (c , 0,v;R− v) p1 =
 −c , 0, b 2/v;R+ b 2/v , c2 = a2 + b 2 (2.17)
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Figure 2.8: Hyperbolic and parabolic rolling ball blends, parameters respectively
(a, b , c ,R,v0) = (0.4,0.3,0.5,0.2,0.3) and (a,R,v0) = (1,1.5,0.7).
we find the parametrization of the blend:
Theorem 2.8. Let BH be the plane/cone rolling ball blend of radius R with spine H. Then the
blend is parametrized by
BH(t ,v) =


2
 
c
 
v2 + b 2
  
1+ t 2

+ 2a
 
v2− b 2 t  t 
ac
 
v2 + b 2
  
1+ t 2

+ 2
 
a2
 
v2− b 2+ 2b 2vR t   1+ t 2
b
 
c
 
v2 + b 2
  
1+ t 2

+ 2a
 
v2− b 2− 2vR t   1− t 2
2R
 
c
 
v2− b 2  1+ t 2+ 2a  v2 + b 2 t  t

 (2.18)
t ∈R, v ∈ [0,v0], where−v0 is the radius of the focal sphere of the spine at the positive focal point.
Consider the radius R blend of a cone and a plane, with parabolic spine
P(t ) =

t 2
a
, 2t , 0
T
, 0< a, t ∈R. (2.19)
By parametrizing the cone by the offsets of the focal sphere of the spine, and the offset of the
apex of the offset of the cone.
p0 = (a, 0,v;R− v) p1 =
 
a− v2/a, 0, 2v;R (2.20)
we find the parametrization of the blend:
Theorem 2.9. Let BP be the plane/cone rolling ball blend of radius R with parabolic spine P .
Then BP is parametrized by
BP(t ,v) =


 
v2 + a2 + t 2

a 
v2 + a2 + t 2

t 2 + 2vRa2
2a
 
v2 + a2 + t 2− vR t
Ra
 
v2− a2− t 2

 (2.21)
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t ∈R, v ∈ [0,v0] where −v0 is the radius of the focal sphere of the spine.
Remark 2.10. The pipe surfaces in the above illustrations of quadratic rolling ball blends have
no self-intersections. However, if we increase the radius R of the pipe surface, this may no longer
be the case. The hyperbolic blend in Fig. 2.8 is smooth, but as the radius of the blend increases, a
self-intersection will appear below the apex of the cone.
2.3.3 Parametrizing cone/cone blends using the families of touching
curves
From the above derivation of the parametrization of the plane/cone blend, it is tempting
to use the same approach to parametrize the blend of two cones in the same family (see
Rem. 2.7). For a given radius R it is indeed possible to blend two such cones whose R-offsets
intersect in a given conic, however this is the unique radius for which the offsets of the two
cones intersect in a conic section. The two offset cones circumscribe a common sphere (the
condition for having a conic intersection), but when the cones are from the same family the
two spheres have opposite orientations, so their offsets have no common spheres.
In this section we have considered only one family of cones through a conic. By changing
the orientation of the focal sphere(s) of the intersection, we get the second family of cones,
and two cones from different families do indeed have a common oriented sphere, so the
intersection of the offsets of the cones will remain a conic. As the cones belong to different
families, we cannot get the blend by moving seamlessly from one touching curve to the other
as we did here, but we will use the touching curves and methods from canal surfaces to
parametrize the blend.
2.4 Parametrizing rational patches on pipe surfaces
A rational pipe surface of radius R has a parametrization of the form
F (t , u) = s(t )+R N (t , u) (2.22)
where s(t ) is its spine, R its radius, and N (t , u) the Gaussian map of F (t , u) (i.e. the image
of the pipe surface on the Gaussian sphere). When we construct a rolling ball blend of two
surfaces, the blend is the patch on the pipe surface between the two touching curves traced
by the rolling ball. Likewise the touching curves can be traced on the rolling ball, giving us
a patch on the Gaussian sphere S. Parametrizing the blend is thus reduced to parametrizing
the patch on S limited by the Gaussian images β0(t ) and β1(t ) of the touching curves. [29]
takes advantage of this to formulate an algorithm for parametrizing tensor product Bézier
patches on canal surfaces. In this section we will present a simplified algorithm for the case
of pipe surfaces.
The isoparametric curve F t (u) on the pipe surface is an arc of a circle in the intersection
with the normal plane of the spine curve. Its Gaussian image N t (u) is the arc of the large
circle between β0(t ) and β1(t ) in the intersection of the Gaussian sphere with the plane
BxT = 0, where B = (0,δ(t ) s˙1(t ),δ(t ) s˙2(t ),δ(t ) s˙3(t )) and x = (1, x1, x2, x3). s˙(t ) is the
tangent vector of the spine, and δ(t ) the common denominator of s˙1(t ), s˙2(t ), and s˙3(t ).
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The Gaussian sphere can be parametrized using the generalized stereographic projection
PS , mapping points in RP3 onto the sphere ( [19]). If we identify the four homogeneous
coordinates of a point in RP3 with a point in C2, we get a compact formulation in complex
numbers:
PS (U0,U1) =

U0U0 +U1U1, 2 Re

U0U1

, 2 Im

U0U1

,U0U0−U1U1
T
. (2.23)
This is also known as the universal rational parametrization of the sphere (see e.g. [29]).
Remark 2.11. We can also parametrize the Gaussian sphere by the stereographic projection from
the real planeR2 onto S . However, the inverse stereographic projection maps circles on S onto both
circles and lines in R2. This is impractical as we want to recover the parametrizations of circles
on S from the parametrizations of their projections in the plane. On the other hand, any circle
on S is the projection of a line in C2 by the generalized stereographic projection ([29], Lemma 2).
Furthermore, the universality of this parametrization ensures that its degree is minimal. The level
of abstraction of the parametrization construction is increased as it takes place in C2 before it is
projected onto the Gaussian sphere. However, the end results are the compact explicit parametriz-
ations of the rolling ball blends given in Thms. 2.16-2.22.
We define the lifting of a curve x (t ) = (x0, x1, x2, x3) ∈RP [t ]3 on the Gaussian sphere as
L (x (t )) =

U0,U0
x0− x3
x1 + ix2
T
∈CP [t ]2 , U0 = gcd (x0 + x3, x1 + ix2) (2.24)
(see Eq. 10 in [29]). As x (t ) lies on the Gaussian sphere it satisfies x20 − x23 = x21 + x22 ,
i.e., (x0 + x3) (x0− x3) = (x1 + ix2) (x1− ix2), so x1 + ix2 divides U0 (x0− x3) and L (x (t )) is
polynomial rather than rational. As long as the projective representation of the curve is of
minimal degree, i.e., gcd (x0, x1, x2, x3) = 1, we also have gcd (L (x (t ))) = 1. We find that L
sends a point x (t ) to a point in its pre-image by PS , as PS (L (x (t ))) = x (t ). Note that the
lifting is well defined outside the constant curves x (t ) = (1,0,0,±1) (e.g. the Gaussian image
of the touching curve on a horizontal plane). In this case we perform a change of coordinates
to move the constant curve away from these exceptional points.
Consider the lifting of N t (u) in C [t , u]2. By parametrizing the lifting and then applying
PS , we recover a parametrization of N (t , u) . Furthermore, the universality of PS means that
if we minimize the bi-degree of the lifting, the parametrization will likewise have minimal
bi-degree.
Lemma 2 in [29] gives the lifting of N t (u) as the line between the liftings X and Y of
β0(t ) and β1(t ) parametrized by (1− u)λ0X+ uλ1Y where the lifting coefficient λ0λ1 is the
unique solution of a set of linear equations. In the case of pipe surfaces, the system is reduced
to a single equation:
Lemma 2.12. The system of linear complex equations determining the lifting coefficient λ =
λ0λ1 ∈C[t ] has a unique solution up to multiplication by a real number:
λ=
 
β01 + iβ
0
2
  
β11− iβ12

+
 
β00 +β
0
3
  
β10 +β
1
3

X0Y0
(2.25)
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if

β0(t )
 6=−β1(t ). Otherwise βi (t ) = (±β0,β1,β2,β3) and
λ= i
(β1 + iβ2) (B1− iB2)+ (β0 +β3)B3
X0Y0
(2.26)
Here X0 = gcd
 
β00 +β
0
3,β
0
1 + iβ
0
2

, Y0 = gcd
 
β10 +β
1
3,β
1
1− iβ12

, and B = (0,B1,B2,B3) =
(0, s˙1(t ), s˙2(t ), s˙3(t )).
Proof. In Lemma 2 in [29], the lifting coefficient λ is determined by the linear system of
complex equations
λX1Y1−λX1Y1 = iB3 (2.27)
λX0Y1−λX1Y0 = iB1 +B2 (2.28)
λX0Y1−λX1Y0 =−iB1 +B2 (2.29)
λX0Y0−λX0Y0 =−iB3 (2.30)
where X = (X0,X1)
T = L
 
β0(t )

and Y = (Y0,Y1)
T = L
 
β1(t )

are the lifting of the touch-
ing curves on the Gaussian sphere, and B = (0,B1,B2,B3) = (0, s˙1(t ), s˙2(t ), s˙3(t )) defines the
plane whose intersection with the Gaussian sphere contains the isoparametric curve N t (u).
(2.29) is the complex conjugate of (2.28), so it can be eliminated. By construction of the
lifting we have
X1 =X0
β00−β03
β01 + iβ
0
2
Y1 = Y0
β10−β13
β11 + iβ
1
2
(2.31)
and by inserting these equations into the remaining three equations in the system above, and
separating the real and imaginary part of (2.28) ((2.27) and (2.30) are purely imaginary), we
arrive at a system of four real linear equations in X = Re

λX0Y0

and Y = Im

λX0Y0

: 
β01β
1
2−β11β02

X +
 
β01β
1
1 +β
0
2β
1
2

Y = α0α1B3/2 (2.32)
(β11α0−β01α1)X − (β12α0 +β02α1)Y = α0α1B2 (2.33)
(β12α0−β02α1)X +(β11α0 +β01α1)Y =−α0B1 (2.34)
2Y =−B3 (2.35)
where α0 =β00 +β
0
3 and α1 =β
1
0 +β
1
3.
Recall that β0 and β1 lie on the plane BxT = 0, and so Bβ0 = 0 and Bβ1 = 0. This gives
two linear equations in Bi , which are linearly independent if and only if

β0
 6=−β1. We
can then express B1 and B2 as functions of B3:
B1 =
β13β
0
2−β03β12
β01β
1
2−β11β02
B3 B2 =
β11β
0
3−β01β13
β01β
1
2−β11β02
B3 (2.36)
and by equation (2.35), we have B3 = −2Y . By replacing the Bi s in (2.32–2.35) by their
expressions as functions of Y , we arrive at three homogeneous polynomials in X and Y .
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Closer examination reveals that the equations are in fact equal, giving us
λX0Y0 =X + iY =
 
β01 + iβ
0
2
  
β11− iβ12

+
 
β00 +β
0
3
  
β10 +β
1
3

(2.37)
which proves (2.25). Note that X + iY is unique up to multiplication with a real number,
which is what we required for λ. As
X0 = gcd
 
β00 +β
0
3,β
0
1 + iβ
0
2

and Y0 = gcd
 
β10 +β
1
3,β
1
1− iβ12

, (2.38)
λ is a polynomial.
When βi (t ) = (±β0,β1,β2,β3), (2.32–2.35) are reduced to
Y =−1/2B3 (2.39)
β0β1X −β3β2Y =−1/2
 
β20−β23

B2 (2.40)
β0β2X +β1β3Y = 1/2
 
β20−β23

B1 (2.41)
The determinant of the corresponding matrix is zero, so the system is linearly dependent and
we may chose to solve (2.39) and (2.40) to find X and Y . After some simplifications, this
gives us
λX0Y0 = i ((β1 + iβ2) (B1− iB2)+ (β0 +β3)B3) (2.42)
where λ is a polynomial by the same argument as before. This proves (2.26).
The procedure outlined above is summarized in the following algorithm:
Algorithm 2.13. Consider two surfaces whose R-offsets intersect in the rational curve s(t ), and
let T i (t ) be the rational touching curves on the two surfaces, of the pipe surface with spine s(t )
and radius R. The rolling ball blend of radius R of these two surfaces is parametrized by executing
the following steps:
1. The Gaussian images β0(t ) and β1(t ) of the touching curves
βi (t ) =
 
βi0,β
i
1,β
i
2,β
i
3
T , βi (t )= T i (t )− s(t )
R
, i = 1..2 (2.43)
2. The liftings of the Gaussian touching curves
X = (X0,X1)
T = L
 
β0(t )

, Y = (Y0,Y1)
T = L
 
β1(t )

(2.44)
3. The lifting coefficient λ= λ0λ1 ∈C[t ] from Lem. 2.12. Note that λ is unique up to multi-
plication by a real scalar, so any real factors may be eliminated.
4. The lifting of the blend in C[t ]2
(1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y (2.45)
where λ= λ0λ1, and λ0X and λ1Y are of equal degree (or as close as possible).
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5. The parametrization of the blend
B(t , u) = s(t )+R [PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y)] (2.46)
where PS is the generalized stereographic projection in (2.23).
This parametrization is of minimal bi-degree (n, 2).
2.5 Classification of pairs of natural quadrics
Before we apply Alg. 2.13 to cone/cone and cone/sphere blends, we need to determine which
configurations of natural quadrics can be blended rationally. A canal surface is rational if its
spine and radius function are rational [45]. The pipe surface of a fixed radius rolling ball
blend has a constant radius function, so two surfaces can be blended rationally at a fixed
radius if their R-offsets intersect in a rational spine curve. We say that a configuration of two
surfaces is rationally stable if this is true for any R. The intersection of two quadratic surfaces
is a quartic curve, which is not in general rational. If the quartic is reducible, the intersection
is a combination of lines, conics, and space cubics, all of which are rational. If the quartic
is irreducible, it is rational if and only if it is singular. Pairs of natural quadrics have been
completely classified from the point of view of Laguerre geometry in [27], which also gives
rational parametrizations of their bisector surfaces in Minkowski space. By intersecting the
bisector surface with the hyperplane x4 = R we get the spine of the rolling ball blend of
radius R.
Remark 2.14. The bisector surface of two natural quadrics is always rational. However, the
hyperplane sections of this surface are not necessarily so. There are only two types of algebraic
surfaces whose hyperplane sections are always rational: rational ruled surfaces and the quartic
Steiner surface (see [43]).
There are two configurations of cones where the intersection of the hyperplane x4 = R
with the bisector surface is always rational: cones with one or two touching points (when
the bisector surface is respectively the Steiner quartic or a pair of planes). A touching point is
a point where the cones are in oriented contact. When the cones have two touching points,
their intersection is a pair of quadratic curves. If the intersection is degenerate, i.e., contains
one or more lines, the linear components may be blended by a cylinder. Cylindrical (and
torical, corresponding to circular intersections) blends are already in use in CAD, so in the
following we will assume that the intersection of two cones with two touching points has
two non-degenerate quadratic components, which are blended separately.
When the cones have one touching point, their intersection is a quartic curve with a
singularity at the touching point. Consider the two cones P and Q, which correspond to
the lines
p(u) = p0 + u (p1− p0) , q(v) = q0 + v (q1− q0) (2.47)
in Minkowski space. If P and Q are in oriented contact, exactly one sphere q(v0) is in
oriented contact with P , i.e., q(v0) is in the isotropic quadric of P defined in Cor. 2.5.
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We find v0 by solving 〈q(v)− p0, p01〉2−‖q(v)− p0‖2 ‖p01‖2 = 0, where p01 = p1− p0 and
q01 = q1− q0:
v2(〈q01, p01〉2−‖q01‖2 ‖p01‖2)
+ 2v(〈q0− p0, p01〉 〈q01, p01〉− 〈q0− p0,q01〉‖p01‖2)
+ 〈q0− p0, p01〉2−‖q0− p0‖2 ‖p01‖2 = 0, (2.48)
As v0 is unique we find
v0 =
〈q0− p0,q01〉‖p01‖2−〈q0− p0, p01〉 〈q01, p01〉
〈q01, p01〉2−‖q01‖2 ‖p01‖2
, (2.49)
and q(v0) = q0+v0q01. Likewise we find the sphere p(u0) in oriented contact withQ. These
two spheres are in oriented contact, and lets us categorize the rationally stable configurations
of two cones:
Theorem 2.15. Two conesP andQ are in oriented contact if the discriminant of (2.48) is zero.
Let p(u0) and q(v0) be the spheres in the cones in oriented contact. Then the intersection of P
andQ is rationally stable, and is categorized by comparing the radii of p(u0) and q(v0):
1. pi4 (p(u0)) = pi4 (q(v0)): the cones have two touching points, and the intersection is a pair
of quadratic curves.
2. pi4 (p(u0)) ·pi4 (q(v0))< 0: the cones intersect in an isolated point.
3. pi4 (p(u0)) 6= pi4 (q(v0)) and pi4 (p(u0)) ·pi4 (q(v0))≥ 0: the cones have one touching point
at the apex of the parabolic pencil of spheres generated by p(u0) and q(v0), and intersect in
a quartic curve with a singularity at the touching point.
Likewise there is one rationally stable configuration of a cone and a sphere: when they
have one touching point. This is the case if the sphere belongs to the isotropic quadric of the
cone, as determined in Cor. 2.5, and not to the cone itself.
2.6 Rolling ball blends of rationally stable pairs of natural
quadrics
The classification in Thm. 2.15 gives us the two rationally stable configurations of cones: the
intersection curve is either a pair of quadratic curves or a singular quartic. We also have a
rationally stable configuration of a cone and a sphere with one touching point, intersecting
in a singular quartic curve. In this section we will apply Alg. 2.13 to these three cases to
parametrize their fixed radius rolling ball blends.
2.6.1 Quadratic cone/cone blends
Using the cone/cone blend with an elliptic spine as an example, we show how Alg. 2.13 is
applied.
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We start by calculating the Gaussian images of the touching curves: In Sec. 2.3 we de-
termined the touching curves for one family of cones in oriented contact with an elliptic
pipe surface, giving the touching curves T +v (t ) in (2.12). A cone in this family is paramet-
rized by the spheres
p0 = (c , 0,v;R− v) , p1 =
 −c , 0,−b 2/v;R− b 2/v . (2.50)
A cone from the other family in oriented contact with the pipe surface is parametrized by
the spheres
q0 = (c , 0,−v;R− v) , q1 =
 −c , 0, b 2/v;R− b 2/v . (2.51)
The touching curve on this cone is
T −v (t ) =
 
pi0
 
T +v (t )

,pi1
 
T +v (t )

,pi2
 
T +v (t )

,−pi3
 
T +v (t )
T . (2.52)
Then the Gaussian images of T +v (t ) and T
−
v (t ) are
β±v (t ) =

a
 
v2 + b 2
  
1+ t 2

+ 2 c
 
v2− b 2 t
−4 b 2 v t
−2ab v  1− t 2
±  a  v2− b 2  1+ t 2+ 2 c  v2 + b 2 t 
 . (2.53)
Note that v is fixed for each of the cones. Let v0 (resp. v1) be the value associated with the
cone with touching curve β0 =β+v0 (resp. β
1 =β−v1 ).
The second step is to calculate the liftings of β0 and β1. In the elliptic case, we find
X = (X0,X1) = L
 
β0

:
X0 = gcd
 
2 c t + a
 
1+ t 2

, 2 b t + ia
 
1− t 2= v0t + c + iba

(2.54)
X1 =−X0 bv0
−2 c t + a  1+ t 2
2 b t + ia (1− t 2) =−ib

t − c + ib
a

and Y = (Y0,Y1) = L
 
β1

:
Y0 = gcd
 −2 c t + a  1+ t 2 , 2 b t + ia  1− t 2= b t − c − ib
a

(2.55)
Y1 =−Y0 v1b
2 c t + a
 
1+ t 2

2 b t + ia (1− t 2) =−iv1

t +
c − ib
a

.
We then calculate the lifting coefficient λ
λ=
2
b v0
2
 
b 2− c2 t 2 + a2  1+ t 4
t + c+iba

t − c+iba
 ∼= t − c − ib
a

t +
c − ib
a

(2.56)
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and factor to retrieve λ0 and λ1
λ0 = t − c − iba , λ1 = t +
c + ib
a
. (2.57)
Combining X , Y , λ0, and λ1, we calculate the lifting (1− u)λ0X+uλ1Y of the arc of the
circle N t (u) between β
0(t ) and β1(t ) on the Gaussian sphere: 
(v0 (1− u)+ b u)
 
1− t 2
i

b (1− u)t 2− 2ca t + 1+ v1u t 2 + 2ca t + 1
!
. (2.58)
By applying PS to the lifting, we get the parametrization of the patch on the Gaussian sphere.
We summarize the results of these calculations in the following theorem:
Theorem 2.16. Let P andQ be two cones whose R-offsets intersect in the ellipse E . If the offset
cones belong to opposite families, the rolling ball blend of radius R of P and Q has a minimal
rational parametrization BE(t , u) given by
BE(t , u) = E(t )+R [PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y)] (2.59)
where
X =
 
v0 (t +α)
−ib (t −α)
!
, Y =
 
b (t −α)
−iv1 (t +α)
!
, λ=
 
t −α
t +α
!
, α=
c + ib
a
. (2.60)
The parametrization has minimal bi-degree (6,2).
Proof. X , Y and λi are of degree 1, so (1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y is of bi-degree (2,1), and
PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y) of bi-degree (4,2). Adding the rational function E(t ) of bi-degree
(2,0) gives us a parametrization of bi-degree (6,2).
In order to parametrize the blend in the hyperbolic case, consider a cone in the family
described in Sec. 2.3.2, parametrized by the spheres
p0 = (c , 0,v0;R− v0) , p1 =
 −c , 0, b 2/v0;R+ b 2/v0 . (2.61)
A cone in the opposite family is parametrized by
q0 = (c , 0,−v1;R− v1) , q1 =
 −c , 0,−b 2/v1;R+ b 2/v1 . (2.62)
Applying the algorithm, we find
Theorem 2.17. Let P and Q be two cones whose R-offsets intersect in the hyperbola H. If
the offset cones belong to opposite families, the rolling ball blend of radius R of P and Q has a
minimal rational parametrizationgiven by
BH(t , u) =H(t )+R [PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y)] (2.63)
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Figure 2.9: Elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic rolling ball blends of two cones. Parameters for
the parabolic blends respectively (a,R,v0,v1) = (2,2,2,5) and (a,R,v0,v1) = (4,2,2,5).
where
X =
 
v0 (α t + 1)
−ib (t −α)
!
, Y =
 
b (α t − 1)
−iv1 (t +α)
!
, λ=
 
t −α
t +α
!
, α=
a+ ib
c
. (2.64)
The parametrization has minimal bi-degree (6,2).
In the parabolic case, consider a cone in the family described in Sec. 2.3.2, parametrized
by the spheres
p0 = (a, 0,v0;R− v0) , p1 =
 
a− v20/a, 0, 2v0;R

. (2.65)
A cone in the opposite family is parametrized by
q0 = (a, 0,−v1;R− v1) , q1 =
 
a− v21/a, 0,−2v1;R

. (2.66)
Applying the algorithm, we find
Theorem 2.18. LetP andQ be two cones whose R-offsets intersect in the parabolaP . If the offset
cones belong to opposite families, the rolling ball blend of radius R of P and Q has a minimal
rational parametrization BP(t , u) given by
BP(t , u) =P(t )+R [PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y)] (2.67)
where
X =
 
v0
a+ it
!
, Y =
 
a− it
v1
!
, λ=
 
a− it
a+ it
!
. (2.68)
The parametrization has minimal bi-degree (6,2).
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2.6.2 Quartic cylinder/cylinder blends
By a careful selection of the local coordinate system of the quartic spine, we can also give the
general parametrization of the blend of two cylinders with one touching point (see the sup-
plementary materials for the construction of the parametrization of the spine). LetP andQ
be two cylinders whose R-offsets have a common touching point in the origin, such that the
common tangent plane in that point is z = 0 oriented in the positive z-direction. The offset
cylinders are parametrized by the spheres p0 = (a, b ,−r0,−r0) and p1 = (0,0,−r0,−r0), and
q0 = (1,0,−r1,−r1) and q1 = (0,0,−r1,−r1) , and without loss of generality we can assume
that r1 ≥ r0 ≥ 0, b > 0, and a2 + b 2 = 1.
The intersection curve of the two offset cylinders can then be parametrized by
s(t ) =


−b  r1  1+ t 4+ 2 (r1− 2r0) t 2
2r0 r1
 
aα0
 
1+ t 2

+ 2α1t
  
1− t 2
2r0 r1α0b
 
1− t 4
2r0 r1b
 
1− t 22

 . (2.69)
By applying Alg. 2.13, we find the touching curves β0 and β1 on the Gaussian sphere
β0 =

r1
 
1+ t 4

+ 2 (r1− 2r0) t 2
−4b r1α1
 
1− t 2 t
4ar1α1
 
1− t 2 t
r1
 
1+ t 4
− 2 (3r1− 2r0) t 2
 , β1 =

−r1
 
1+ t 4
− 2 (r1− 2r0) t 2
0
2r0α0
 
1− t 4
(r1− 2r0)
 
1+ t 4

+ 2r1t
2
 (2.70)
and the parameters of the blend:
Theorem 2.19. Let P and Q be two cylinders whose R-offsets have a common touching point
in the origin and common tangent plane z = 0, as given above. The rolling ball blend of radius
R ofP andQ has a minimal rational parametrization
B(t , u) = s(t )+R [PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y)] . (2.71)
where
X =
 −i  1− t 2
2α1 (a− ib ) t
!
, Y =
 
i
 
1− t 2
α0
 
1+ t 2
 ! , λ=
 1+ t 2−  α−pα2 + 4 t
1+ t 2−

α+
p
α2 + 4

t
 (2.72)
and
α0 =
√√√ r1− r0
r0
α1 =
√√√ r1− r0
r1
α= (a+ ib )α0α1. (2.73)
The parametrization has minimal bi-degree (12,2).
Remark 2.20. Quartic cylinder blends occur e.g. in corner blends. Consider the corner in
Fig.2.10, where three planes intersect at right angles. Each of the three edges of the corner are
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Figure 2.10: Rolling ball blend of two cylinders with one common touching point
(a, b , r0, r1,R) = (0.5,
p
1− 0.52, 0.7,1,0.3), and corner blend with three different edge radii.
blended by cylinders of different radii. The corner itself is blended in two patches, using the smal-
lest of the cylinder radii to blend the largest cylinder with the middle cylinder, and with the plane
between the middle and the smallest cylinder. The latter is a patch on a torus, the cylinder/cylinder
blend is a quartic patch as described above.
2.6.3 Quartic cone/cone blends
Using the same approach as above, it is possible to parametrize the intersection of two cones
with one touching point (see the supplementary materials for the construction of the para-
metrization of the spine). However, the lack of symmetry in cone/cone configurations with
only one touching point drastically increases the length of the expressions. Let P and Q
be two cones whose R-offsets have a common touching point in the origin, such that the
common tangent plane in that point is z = 0 oriented in the positive z-direction. The
offset cones are parametrized by the spheres p0 = (0,0,−r,−r ) and p1 = (a, b , 0, 0), and
q0 = (0,0,−1,−1) and q1 = (A, 0, 0,0), and without loss of generality we can assume that
0 < r < 1, b > 0, and A > 0. The intersection curve of the two offset cones can then be
parametrized by
s(t ) =


α+5 +α2
 
1− t 2 t −  α+5 +α−5 + 2 (1− r )α1 t 2 +α−5 t 4
A
 
α−4 +α2t +α
+
4 t
2
  
1− t 2
Ab
 
α−3 +α
+
3 t
2
  
1− t 2
A2b 2 r
 
1− t 22

 (2.74)
where
v0 = a+ ib v1 =A− a− ib α0 =
p
1− rprpα1
α1 = r |v1|2 +A2b 2 α2 = 2pr |v0|α0 α±3 = α0± r (A− a)
α±4 = aα
±
3 ± r 2(|v0|2− aA) α±5 = 12 ((|v0|2−A2)r (1− r )−α1)±α0A.
(2.75)
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Figure 2.11: Rolling ball blend of two cones with one common touching point (parameters
(a, b ,A, r,R) = (3,4,5,0.75,0.25)).
By applying Alg. 2.13, we find the parametrization of the fixed radius rolling ball blend
of the two cones:
Theorem 2.21. LetP andQ be two cones whose R-offsets have a common touching point in the
origin and common tangent plane z = 0, as given above. The rolling ball blend of radius R ofP
andQ has a minimal rational parametrization
B(t , u) = s(t )+R [PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y)] . (2.76)
where
X =
 
Ab
p
r v0
 
1− t 2
i
 
2α0 |v0| t + r 3/2v0v1
 
1− t 2
!
, Y =
 
Ab r
 
1− t 2
−i  α0− v1 r +(α0 + v1 r ) t 2
!
(2.77)
λ=
 
1, t , t 2, t 3, t 4


r 3/2v0 (α1− v1α0)
2 |v0|α0 (v1 r −α0)
−2r 3/2v0α1
−2 |v0|α0 (v1 r +α0)
r 3/2v0 (α1 + v1α0)

(2.78)
and
α0 =
p
1− rprpα1 α1 = r |v1|2 +A2b 2 v0 = a+ i b v1 =A− a− i b . (2.79)
The parametrization has minimal bi-degree (12,2).
Proof. Xi and Yi are of degree two in t , and since λ is of degree four, λ0 and λ1 of degree two
in t . Thus the lifting (1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y is of degree four in t and one in u. As PS doubles
the degrees, and the spine of the blend is also of degree four in t , this gives the blend B(t , u)
the minimal bi-degree (12,2).
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Figure 2.12: Sphere/cylinder blend (parameters (r,R) = (0.7,0.5)), and its Viviani type
quartic spine curve.
2.6.4 Quartic sphere/cylinder blends - Viviani’s Curve
A classic example of a sphere/cone intersection is Viviani’s Curve - the intersection of a
sphere and cylinder with one touching point, where the radius of the cylinder is half of the
radius of the sphere (see Fig. 2.12). Consider the sphereS = (0,0,−1;R− 1) and the cylinder
parametrized by the two spheres p0 = (0,0,−r ;R− r ) and p1 = (1,0,−r ;R− r ), where
0 < r < 1. Then the spine curve for the rolling ball blend of fixed radius R is parametrized
by
s(t ) =
 
−2pr (1− r )1− t 2
1+ t 2
,−4r t 1− t
2
(1+ t 2)2
,−2r
 
1− t 22
(1+ t 2)2
!T
(2.80)
using the same approach as in the parametrization of the singular quartic intersection of two
cylinders. By applying Alg. 2.13, we parametrize the rolling ball blend with spine s(t ):
Theorem 2.22. Consider a sphere and a cylinder whose R-offsets intersect in the quartic curve
s(t ). The rolling ball blend of radius R of the intersection has a minimal rational parametrization
B(t , u) given by
B(t , u) = s(t )+R [PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y)] . (2.81)
where
X =
 
1− t 2
−2it
!
, Y =
 p
r
 
1− t 2p
1− r  1+ t 2− 2ipr t
!
(2.82)
λ=
 p
r t + i
 
1+
p
1− r 
p
r t + i
 
1−p1− r 
!
. (2.83)
The parametrization has minimal bi-degree (8,2).
Proof. X and Y are of degree 2 in t , and λ of degree 1, so (1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y is of bi-degree
(3,1), and PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y) of bi-degree (6,2). Adding the rational function s(t ) of
bi-degree (4,0) gives us a parametrization of bi-degree (10,2). However, 1+ t 2 is a factor of
the denominators of both s(t ) and PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y), so the minimal bi-degree of the
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blend is reduced to (8,2).
The general case of sphere/cone blends can be calculated following Alg. 2.13.
2.7 Conclusions
Four configurations of natural quadrics have fixed radius rolling ball blends with rational
parametrizations: plane/cone intersections, two cones with one or two touching points, and
cone/sphere intersections with one touching point. We have presented closed expressions for
the rational parametrizations of the fixed radius rolling ball blends in these cases, as well as a
general algorithm for rational parametrizations of fixed radius rolling ball blends. The blends
are all of minimal bi-degree.
Further research will investigate parametrizations of variable radius rolling ball blends, as
well as volumetric representations of blends in e.g. isogeometric analysis.
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Abstract
Canal surfaces, as envelopes of one-parameter families of spheres, correspond to curves
in Minkowski space. We show that the continuity properties of a canal surface are in-
herited from the continuity properties of the associated curve, i.e., two curves joined
with G1 or G2 continuity in Minkowski space correspond to two canal surfaces joined
with the same level of continuity. We also describe an algorithm for minimal bi-degree
rational parametrizations of patches on canal surfaces, and show how this can be used to
parametrize piecewise rational corner and edge blends.
3.1 Introduction
In Computer Aided Design (CAD) complex shapes are constructed from a small set of simple
primitives. To a large extent, and in particular in the design of mechanical parts, these prim-
itive shapes are planes, the natural quadrics, and rolling ball blends between them. The
natural quadrics (spheres, and right circular cylinders and cones) are rational surfaces with
rational offsets, however, a rolling ball blend between two natural quadrics is not necessarily
rational. In current CAD systems they are therefore constructed by approximation in all but
the simplest cases, e.g., where the blend is a patch on a cylinder or torus.
Although shape accuracy is important in current CAD systems there is no requirement
that adjacent surfaces match exactly, so gaps within fine tolerances are allowed. However,
with the introduction of Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) (see, e.g., [13]) this changes, as in Fi-
nite Element Analysis (FEA) adjacent elements are required to match exactly. As a result of
this, there is a renewed interest in exact rational parametrizations of curves and surfaces. The
parametrization degrees of these exact surfaces will necessarily be higher than for approx-
imative blends, but this disadvantage is offset by the possibility of constructing watertight
patchworks of rational surfaces where the limiting curves of two adjacent patches match ex-
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actly. For rolling ball blends, we can then construct an exact rational parametrization of the
blending surface, such that its limiting curves are contained in the two original surfaces.
Rolling ball blends are patches on canal surfaces, which are defined as envelopes of one-
parameter families of spheres. Such a family can be described as a curve in the 4-dimensional
Minkowski space R3,1, where a point (s; r ) corresponds to a sphere with centre s and radius
r (the sign of the radius determining the orientation of the sphere). The properties of a canal
surface can therefore be completely defined in terms of the properties of the corresponding
curve in R3,1.
In this paper we will examine the differential geometry of canal surfaces. In particular, we
will show that if two curves in Minkowski space meet with G1 or G2 continuity (extending
the differential geometry of curves in R3 to R3,1), the join of the two canal surface inherits
the same degree of continuity.
In a previous paper (see [17]), we have classified and parametrized rational fixed radius
rolling ball blends of pairs of natural quadrics, and established a lower bound on the bi-
degree of their parametrizations. By a slight modification of the parametrization algorithm,
it extends to variable radius rolling ball blends. Using piecewise rational rolling ball blends
of edges and corners, we extend the range of configurations that can be blended rationally at
a relatively low degree, and give designers an added flexibility in creating rational blends.
We start by deriving the algorithm for minimal bi-degree rational parametrizations of
canal surfaces in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.3 we extend the differential geometry of R3 to R3,1, and in
Sec. 3.4 we describe properties of canal surfaces in terms of the properties of the associated
curves in R3,1. Finally, in Sec. 3.5 we demonstrate two approaches to corner blends using
piecewise rational rolling ball blends, applying the parametrization algorithm from Sec. 3.2
and the continuity results from the following sections.
3.2 Rational parametrizations of canal surfaces
A canal surface is defined as the envelope of the family of spheres
f (t ) = (s(t ); r (t )) ∈R3,1. (3.1)
The curve s(t ) traced by the centres of the spheres is called the spine curve and r (t ) the radius
function of the canal surface. A canal surface has a parametrization on the form
F (t , u) = s(t )+ r (t )N (t , u) (3.2)
where the isoparametric curve F t (u) for a given t is a circle, known as a characteristic circle.
In fact, N t (u) is a circle on the unit sphere. An algorithm for minimal bi-degree rational
parametrizations of N (t , u) can be found in [29]. Thus if f (t ) is rational, we can also con-
struct a rational parametrization of the canal surface F (t , u) (this is proved in, e.g., Theorem
5.1 of [45]). Furthermore, N (t , u) is the unit normal vector of the canal surface, so F (t , u)
is a rational surface with a rational unit normal vector field, i.e., it is a Pythagorean Normal
(PN) surface. PN surfaces have rational offsets, so by considering canal surfaces correspond-
ing to rational curves in R3,1, we obtain a class of rational rolling ball blends that have some
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of the advantages of the natural quadrics.
Remark 3.1. There are non-rational curves in R3,1 whose canal surfaces can be parametrized
rationally. However, for these rational parametrizations the rationality of the unit normal vector
field is no longer automatic.
3.2.1 Arcs of circles on the unit sphere
The parametrization of canal surfaces has thus been reduced to the parametrization of circles
on the unit sphere, and the parametrization of rolling ball blends to the parametrization of
the isoparametric arcs of circles N t (u) on the unit sphere.
In [17], we considered this problem for pipe surfaces, i.e., canal surfaces with constant
radius function. As well as closed expressions for the minimal bi-degree rational parametriza-
tions of the fixed radius blends, in the cases where such a blend exists, we presented a general
parametrization algorithm for patches on pipe surfaces. Only a slight modification of the
algorithm is necessary to extend it to variable radius blends.
The parametrization algorithm is a simplification of the results presented in [29], where
minimal degree parametrizations are described both for patches and for the complete canal
surface. As mentioned above, the decomposition of the parametrization has reduced the
problem to the parametrization of a specific arc of circle on the unit sphere. A first naive
approach would be to use the inverse stereographic projection to send the arc of circle to a
line segment or an arc of circle in the planeR2 and then parametrize the image. However, this
would result in a parametrization of a relatively high degree, as in most cases we parametrize
a curve of degree 2 in the plane before projecting it back onto the sphere. This raises the
question of whether we can find a projection that sends arcs of circles on the unit sphere
onto line segments, and which increases the parametrization degree as little as possible.
The answer is generalized stereographic projection PS . In [19], PS is defined as a map from
RP3 to the unit sphere, and in [29] this is reformulated, by identifying R4 with C2, as the
universal rational parametrization of the unit sphere:
PS (U ) =

U0U0 +U1U1, 2Re

U0U1

, 2Im

U0U1

,U0U0−U1U1
T
(3.3)
where U = (U0,U1) ∈ C2. This expression is homogeneous: PS (λU ) = |λ|2PS (U ), so the
generalized stereographic projection can be interpreted as a map from the complex projective
line CP1 to the unit sphere in R3 (after projection into affine coordinates).
Remark 3.2. If we restrict the domain of the generalized stereographic projection to the unit sphere
in R4, PS is called the Hopf map.
We consider a line in CP1 as the interpolation of two complex projective points using
a real parameter. Then PS sends a line in CP1 onto a circle on the unit sphere. More
importantly, any circle C on the unit sphere can be lifted onto a line L in its preimage in
CP1 so that PS(L ) =C .
Remark 3.3. One of the advantages of the generalized stereographic projection is that unlike the
stereographic projection, it does not have a distinguished point on the sphere where it is not defined.
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However, the choice of lifting distinguishes one point. For arcs of circles ending in this point, we
need to chose a different lifting, e.g., by a circular permutation of the coordinates.
The algorithms in [17] and [29] describe how to lift the endpoints α(t ) and β(t ) of an
arc of circle on the unit sphere to X (t ) and Y(t ) in CP1. The lifting of a point x(t ) =
(x0(t ), x1(t ), x2(t ), x3(t )) ∈RP3 is defined as
L(x(t )) =

U0,U0
x0(t )− x3(t )
x1(t )+ ix2(t )

, U0 = gcd (x0(t )+ x3(t ), x1(t )+ ix2(t )) (3.4)
(see Equation 10 in [29]). They then parametrize a line segment between X (t ) and Y(t ) in
such a way that the projection of the line segment onto the unit sphere, using the generalized
stereographic projection, is the original arc. As the generalized stereographic projection is
also the universal rational parametrization of the sphere, if we minimize the parametrization
degree of the line in CP1, its projection on the unit sphere has minimal parametrization
degree.
Remark 3.4. Given two points X ,Y ∈ CP1, the line between them is unique up to a complex
scalar λ. The choice of λ determines which arc of circle between PS(X ) and PS(Y) the line seg-
ment is projected onto. As part of the parametrization algorithm, we therefore have to determine
the correct lifting coefficient λ.
The parametrization of arcs of circles on the unit sphere is summarized in the following
algorithm:
Algorithm 3.5. An arc of circle on the unit sphere is parametrized by executing the following
steps:
1. Lift the endpoints α(t ),β(t ) ∈RP[t ]3, i = 1,2, to X (t ),Y(t ) ∈CP1[t ].
2. Determine the lifting coefficient λ(t ), and factorize λ(t ) = λ0(t )λ1(t ) as evenly as possible
in order to distribute the increase in degree across X (t ) and Y(t ).
3. Parametrize the line segment (1− u)λ0(t )X (t )+uλ1(t )Y(t ), u ∈ [0,1] between X (t ) and
Y(t ).
4. Project onto the unit sphere using the generalized stereographic projection PS .
Steps 1, 3, and 4 are identical to the corresponding steps in the algorithm for the paramet-
rization of pipe surfaces (Alg. 13, [17]). However, while the isoparametric circles on pipe
surfaces correspond to large circles on the unit sphere, this is not the case for canal surfaces
in general. We therefore have to adjust λ accordingly.
3.2.2 Parametrizing variable radius rolling ball blends
The lifting coefficient λ is defined in [29] as the unique solution of a set of linear equations.
In [17] we reduced this to a single equation for the case of pipe surfaces. We can make similar
simplifications for canal surfaces in general.
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Figure 3.1: Rolling ball blends of two cones.
Lemma 3.6. The system of linear complex equations determining the lifting coefficient λ =
λ0λ1 ∈ C[t ] has a unique solution up to multiplication by a real number. If [α(t )] 6= − [β(t )],
where [α(t )] = (α1/α0,α2/α0,α3/α0) is the projection from RP3 to R3, then
λ=
(α0 +α3) (β0 +β3) (B0 +B3)− (α1 + iα2) (β1− iβ2) (B0−B3)
X0Y0
. (3.5)
Otherwise the two points on the unit sphere are diametrically opposite, i.e., α(t ) = (α0,α1,α2,α3),
β(t ) = (−α0,α1,α2,α3), and
λ=
i (α0 +α3) (B0−B3)− (α1 + iα2) (iB1 +B2)
X0Y0
(3.6)
Here X0 = gcd (α0 +α3,α1 + iα2), Y0 = gcd (β0 +β3,β1− iβ2), and
B = (B0,B1,B2,B3) = δ(t ) ( r˙ (t ), s˙1(t ), s˙2(t ), s˙3(t )) (3.7)
where δ(t ) is the common denominator of r˙ (t ), s˙1(t ), s˙2(t ), and s˙3(t ).
Remark 3.7. The arc of circle is contained in the intersection of the unit sphere with the plane
B.x = 0, x = (x0, x1, x2, x3).
Proof. In [29], λ is given as the unique solution of a set of four complex linear equations. The
main challenge in deriving (3.5) is the size of the expressions, so we will only give an outline
of the calculations here.
Starting from the four complex equations, we consider their real and imaginary compon-
ents. We solve two of these real equations for the real and imaginary parts of λ. We can then
show that the remaining equations are equivalent. The expression for λ is then simplified
exploiting the fact that the endpoints [α(t )] and [β(t )] are contained in the intersection of
the plane B.x = 0 with the unit sphere. Eliminating any real factors, we arrive at (3.5).
This completes the parametrization algorithm for arcs of circles on the unit sphere.
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Figure 3.2: Linear family generated by two spheres in oriented contact (left), and the rolling
ball in oriented contact with a cone (right).
The first step in constructing a parametrization of a blend, such as the two cone-cone
blends in Fig. 3.1, is to parametrize the touching curves: the curves the rolling ball trace on
the two natural quadrics, i.e., the limiting curves of the patch on the canal surface. Consider
two natural quadrics, and a variable radius rolling ball blend between them. Let f (t ) ∈R3,1 be
the curve in Minkowski space corresponding to the blend. How we determine the touching
curves in the original surfaces depends on the type of the natural quadric.
To find the touching curve on a sphere, recall that the sphere and the rolling ball is in
oriented contact for any t , i.e., the two spheres are tangent, and their unit normal vectors
coincide at the touching point. Equivalently, the two corresponding points p and q ∈ R3,1
are at zero distance, measured using the Minkowski metric
‖p− q‖=p〈p− q, p− q〉, (3.8)
where 

v,v ′

= v1v
′
1 + v2v
′
2 + v3v
′
3− v4v ′4 (3.9)
is the Minkowski scalar product. We use the notation (_,_) and |_| for the Euclidean scalar
product and metric, respectively. The Minkowski metric measures the tangential distance
between two oriented spheres. If we consider the linear family of spheres generated by the
sphere and the rolling ball, the touching point is the member of the family with zero radius.
To find the touching curve on the sphere, it therefore suffices to solve a linear equation, and
we find that if f (t ) is rational, the degree of the touching curve on the sphere is the same as
the degree of f (t ).
To find the touching curve on a cone or cylinder, recall that they are envelopes of linear
families of spheres. Furthermore, for a given t the rolling ball is in oriented contact with
exactly one sphere in the family (see Fig. 3.2, right). We find the touching curve by the
same procedure as in [17], Lemma 4, (noting that r is now a function in t ), first solving a
linear equation to find the tangent sphere, and then solving a second linear equation to find
the touching point. From the explicit expressions in [17], we see that if f (t ) is rational, the
degree of the touching curve is double the degree of f (t ).
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The second step in the construction of the parametrization is to determine the Gaussian
images α and β of the two touching curves, i.e., the curves limiting the patch corresponding
to the blend on the unit sphere. The touching curves T 0(t ) and T 1(t ) are the isoparametric
curves of F (t , u) for u = 0 and u = 1, and accordingly their Gaussian images are respectively
N 0(t ) and N 1(t ). This gives us the expression for α and β:
[α(t )] =N 0(t ) =
T 0(t )− s(t )
r (t )
, [β(t )] =N 1(t ) =
T 1(t )− s(t )
r (t )
, (3.10)
where [α(t )] = (α1/α0,α2/α0,α3/α0) is the projection from RP3 to R3.
And finally, after parametrizing the arc of circle between α and β using Alg. 3.5, we put
together the components of the parametrization using (3.2):
F (t , u) = s(t )+ r (t ) [PS ((1− u)λ0X + uλ1Y)] . (3.11)
Combining these steps, we arrive at the following algorithm for minimal bi-degree para-
metrizations of variable radius rolling ball blends:
Algorithm 3.8. Consider two surfaces, and a canal surface containing a rolling ball blend
between them corresponding to a rational curve f (t ) = (s(t ); r (t )) ∈ R3,1. The rolling ball
blend is parametrized by calculating:
1. The touching curves T 0(t ) and T 1(t ) of the blend.
2. Their Gaussian images α(t ) and β(t ).
3. The liftings X (t ) and Y(t ) ∈CP1[t ].
4. The lifting coefficient λ(t ) = λ0(t )λ1(t ).
5. The line segment (1− u)λ0(t )X (t )+ u λ1(t )Y(t ), u ∈ [0,1].
6. Its generalized stereographic projection onto the unit sphere
N (t , u) = [PS ((1− u)λ0(t )X (t )+ u λ1(t )Y(t ))] .
7. The parametrization of the blend F (t , u) = s(t )+ r (t )N (t , u).
If the degree of the parametrization of the line in CP1 is minimized, this parametrization of the
variable radius rolling ball blend is of minimal bi-degree (n, 2).
3.2.3 Rational blends of the natural quadrics
In the previous section, Alg. 3.8 was constructed under the assumption that the canal surface
containing the blend is known. Given two surfaces, determining which curves f (t ) ∈ R3,1
correspond to blends between them is a separate question.
Consider the cones C and C ′ ⊂ R3 corresponding to a lines L and L ′ ⊂ R3,1, and a
rolling ball blend F (t , u) between them. At any point the rolling ball is in oriented contact
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with both cones, so the curve f (t ) in Minkowski space is at zero distance to the lines. This
means that it is contained in the isotropic quadric of the cone C (see [17]), i.e., the hypersur-
face in R3,1 of points at zero distance to L , or equivalently the spheres in oriented contact
with the cone. The curve corresponding to a blend betweenC andC ′ is therefore contained
in the 2-dimensional intersection of their isotropic quadrics: the bisector surface of L and
L ′ in Minkowski space. This surface is toric, so we may apply the results of e.g. [31] to
construct spline curves in the bisector surface in R3,1 corresponding to rational blends of the
two cones.
Another approach is to consider the hyperplane sections of the bisector surface. This
is the approach used for fixed radius blends, where the bisector surface is intersected with
the hyperplane x4 = R. In [17], our classification of the configurations of natural quadrics
that admit a rational fixed radius blends is based on the fact that there is exactly two types
of surfaces where all hyperplane sections are rational: rational ruled surfaces and the Steiner
surface (see [43]). Thus for these configurations, any hyperplane section of the bisector
surface is a rational curve that corresponds to a rational blend of the two cones.
In the rest of the paper, we will move on from this question to consider how we can
join curves in Minkowski space, and canal surfaces in R3, with G1 and G2 continuity. In
particular, we want to determine how the curvature properties at the join of two curves in
R3,1 is reflected in the curvature properties at the join of the corresponding canal surfaces in
R3. Our main interest is to construct piecewise rational canal surfaces with a given degree of
continuity at the joins, but the constructions below are valid as long as the parametrization
F (t , u) of the canal surface is respectively once and twice differentiable at the join for G1 and
G2 continuity.
3.3 Differential geometry of curves in R3,1
In the previous section, we described how the parametrization F (t , u) of a canal surface
can be reduced to the parametrization of a circle N (t , u) on the unit sphere, and how this
circle can be parametrized rationally. For the purposes of differential geometry, however,
it is convenient to choose a non-rational parametrization of N (t , u), to avoid the increase
in degree from the differentiation of rational expressions. To ensure that F (t , u) is non-
degenerate, i.e., that the envelope of the family of spheres is real, we require that ‖ f˙ (t )‖2 > 0.
A convenient parametrization is based on the Frenet frame of the spine curve:
N t (θ) =
r˙
ν
t +
√√√
1−
 r˙
ν
2
(cosθn+ sinθ b) (3.12)
where t , n, and b are the unit tangent, principal normal, and bi-normal vectors of the spine
curve s at t , and ν = | s˙(t )|. The non-degeneracy condition ensures that ν > r˙ , so the para-
metrization is well defined as long as the Frenet frame exists.
Remark 3.9. The choice of the Frenet frame is motivated by the existence of the Frenet equations
expressing the derivatives t˙ , n˙, and b˙ in terms of t , n, and b. However, there are curves that
do not have well defined Frenet frames in all points. An alternative choice of frame may, e.g.,
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Figure 3.3: The sphere f t with its tangent cone.
be rotation minimizing frames, which have relations with its derivatives similar to the Frenet
equations. We expect that the result would be similar using this frame, however this will be the
subject of further study. For now, the results in the following sections are valid if the Frenet frames
of the two spine curves are well defined and identical at the join.
The parametrization in (3.12) can be constructed by recalling that each sphere f t con-
tributes a characteristic circle F t (θ) to the envelope. Consider the tangent line of the curve
f (t ) ∈R3,1, i.e., the line through f (t ) with direction vector f˙ (t ). The envelope of this linear
one-parameter family of spheres is the tangent cone of the canal surface at f t , which is tangent
to f t along the characteristic circle. If φ is the half angle of the tangent cone we find that
sinφ= r˙ν , which gives us the above parametrization of N (t ,θ) (see Fig. 3.3).
Remark 3.10. A parametrization similar to (3.12) has already been used in the investigation of
the analytic and algebraic properties of canal surfaces (see, e.g., [61]), where the focus have been
on canal surfaces whose spine curves are parametrized by arc length, i.e., where ν = | s˙(t )| = 1.
However, it has been shown that it is impossible to parametrize a space curve, other than a straight
line, by rational functions of its arc length (see [23]), so for a canal surface with rational spine we
need to consider the general case. Fortunately, this does not significantly increase the complexity of
the resulting expressions.
3.3.1 G1 continuity of curves in R3,1 and canal surfaces
By the definition of the envelope, the tangent planes of the sphere f t coincide with the
tangent planes of the canal surface along the characteristic circle. This gives us a first result
relating the continuity of the curve in Minkowski space with the continuity of the canal
surface:
Theorem 3.11. If two curves f (t ) and g (t ) ∈ R3,1 are joined with G1 continuity, so are the
corresponding canal surfaces F (t , u) and G(t , u) ∈R3.
Proof. G1 continuity is also called tangent continuity. The two curves f (t ) and g (t ) ∈ R3,1,
are tangent continuous in the point f (t0) = g (t0) if the tangent lines of f and g coincide
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at t = t0. Thus the two canal surfaces F (t , u) and G(t , u) have the same tangent cone and
characteristic circle at t = t0. They therefore have the same unit normal vector field N (t0, u)
along the characteristic circle, i.e., the tangent planes of the two adjacent surfaces coincide:
the two canal surfaces are joined with tangent continuity.
For rolling ball blends, G1 continuity may be considered sufficient, as it is the level of
continuity of the blend with the original surfaces. However, existing approximate rational
blends have internal G2 continuity, so we need at least to consider if this is achievable with
exact piecewise rational blends. Determining the conditions for a G2 join of canal surfaces
will therefore be the main focus of the rest of this paper.
3.3.2 G2 continuity of curves in R3,1
G2 continuity is also known as curvature continuity. In R3, two curves are joined with
curvature continuity if their osculating circles coincide at the join, i.e., if their unit tangent
and principal normal vectors t and n, and curvature c coincide. This can be extended to
curves in R3,1 (see [62]).
The unit tangent vector of a curve s(t ) ∈R3 is defined as
t =
s˙
| s˙| . (3.13)
We generalize this to a curve f (t ) in R3,1 using the Minkowski scalar product to normalize
the vector
tm =
f˙
‖ f˙ ‖ . (3.14)
Remark 3.12. In R3, the only vector with zero length is the vector (0,0,0). In Minkowski space
this is no longer the case. We therefore have to be careful when normalizing vectors. However, the
non-degeneracy condition we stated earlier requires that ‖ f˙ ‖> 0, so the Minkowski unit tangent
vector is well defined for curves corresponding to non-degenerate canal surfaces.
To find the unit principal normal vector n of s(t ), we derive s˙ = | s˙|t , using the Frenet
equation t˙ = c| s˙|n, and substitute the expression for t in (3.13). This gives us
n=
| s˙|2 s¨ − (s˙, s¨)s˙
c| s˙|4 (3.15)
where, taking the norm on both sides, we find the curvature
c= || s˙|
2 s¨ − ( s˙, s¨) s˙|
| s˙|4 . (3.16)
Generalizing (3.15) and (3.16) to R3,1, we define the unit principal normal vector of a curve
f (t ) in Minkowski space in terms of the Minkowski scalar product:
nm =
‖ f˙ ‖2 f¨ −〈 f˙ , f¨ 〉 f˙
cm‖ f˙ ‖4
, (3.17)
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Figure 3.4: The spine curve s(t ) with its Frenet frame and osculating circle (left), and the
canal surface F (t ,θ) with its tangent and principal normal cones (right).
and its Minkowski curvature
cm =
‖‖ f˙ ‖2 f¨ −〈 f˙ , f¨ 〉 f˙ ‖
‖ f˙ ‖4 . (3.18)
Figure 3.4 shows the spine curve s(t ) ∈ R3 with its Frenet frame and osculating circle, and
the associated canal surface F (t ,θ) with tangent and principal normal cones generated by its
Minkowski tangent and principal normal vectors tm and nm.
A similar generalization can be constructed for the first and second unit bi-normal vectors
(see [62]).
Remark 3.13. A point p ∈ R3 can be considered a sphere of zero radius, corresponding to the
point (p; 0) ∈R3,1. Thus a curve s(t ) ∈R3 can be identified with the curve (s(t ); 0) in Minkowski
space. For this curve, we then find that tm = (t ; 0), nm = (n; 0), and c= cm .
Two curves f (t ) and g (t ) ∈R3,1 are joined with G2 or curvature continuity if tm, nm, and
cm coincide at the join. We now want to prove the G2 analogue of Thm. 3.11, i.e., that if two
curves in Minkowski space are joined with G2 continuity, then so are the associated canal
surfaces.
3.4 Differential geometry of canal surfaces
The principal curvatures c1 and c2 in a point on a surface in R3 are defined as the maximum
and minimum curvatures of its normal sections. The curvature of a surface is completely
defined by c1, c2, and its principal curvature directions, as by Euler’s theorem they determ-
ine the curvature of any normal section of the surface. c1 and c2 can be calculated as the
eigenvalues, and the principal curvature directions as the eigenvectors, of the shape operator
of the surface.
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3.4.1 The principal curvatures of a canal surface
The shape operator S of a surface can be expressed in terms of the coefficients of its first and
second fundamental forms. In order to compare principal curvatures, we therefore start by
calculating these. The calculations are straightforward but large, so we will not show them
here. The Maple file containing the details of the calculations can be obtained by application
to the author.
Let f (t ) = (s(t ); r (t )) be a curve in R3,1. The coefficients of the first fundamental form
of f (t ) are:
E = ν2c2

(Λ1 (1+ rΛ2)−X )2 + r 2

Λ1τ+
r˙
ν
Y
2
(3.19)
F = r 2νc2

τΛ1 +
r˙
ν
Y

Λ1 (3.20)
G = r 2c2Λ21 (3.21)
The coefficients of the second fundamental form of f (t ) are:
e =

r

τ
c
r˙
ν
−cΛ1Y
2
+
Λ1 (1+ 2rΛ2)
r
(X − rΛ1Λ2)− r

1−Λ21Λ22 + τ
2
c2

ν2c2 (3.22)
f =−rc2νΛ1

τΛ1 +
r˙
ν
Y

(3.23)
g =−rc2Λ21 (3.24)
where r = r (t ), c and τ are respectively the curvature and torsion of the spine curve s(t ),
X = r cosθ and Y = sinθ, and
Λ1 =
1
c
√√√
1−
 r˙
ν
2
, Λ2 =
ν˙ r˙ − r¨ ν
1−  r˙ν 2 ν3 . (3.25)
The shape operator S of a surface can be defined in terms of these six coefficients
S =
1
EG− F 2

eG− f F f G− g F
f E − eF gE − f F

. (3.26)
Inserting (3.19–3.24) and simplifying, we arrive at the shape operator of a canal surface
S =
 rΛ1Λ2−X
r (Λ1(1+rΛ2)−X )
ντΛ1+ r˙ Y
r (Λ1(1+rΛ2)−X )
0 1r
!
. (3.27)
The shape operator S is triangular, so its eigenvalues are the coefficients along the diagonal.
The principal curvatures of a canal surface are therefore
c1 =
rΛ1Λ2−X
r (Λ1 (1+Λ2 r )−X ) , c2 =
1
r
. (3.28)
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The second principal curvature c2 is the curvature of the sphere f t , and the associated
curvature line is the characteristic circle. Two canal surfaces joined with G1 continuity there-
fore automatically have one coinciding principal curvature and coinciding directions of prin-
cipal curvature. What remains to be shown, in order to have G2 continuity, is that the
remaining principal curvature c1 is the same for the two canal surfaces.
3.4.2 G2 continuous canal surfaces
To simplify the expressions, we assume that the Frenet frames of the two spine curves coin-
cide. We then need to solve the equation
rΛ1Λ2−X
r (Λ1 (1+Λ2 r )−X ) =
rΛ′1Λ′2−X
r
 
Λ′1
 
1+Λ′2 r
−X  (3.29)
for any X = r cosθ, i.e., for any θ, as we want to ensure c1 = c′1 at any point along the
characteristic circle.
Lemma 3.14. Two canal surfaces F (t , u) and F ′(t , u) ∈R3 are joined with G2 continuity if they
have the same Λ1 and Λ2.
Proof. Expanding (3.29), we arrive at
rΛ1Λ
′
1
 
Λ2−Λ′2

+
 
Λ1−Λ′1

X = 0, ∀X . (3.30)
Eliminating the two coefficients of the monomials in X proves the lemma, as the non-
degeneracy condition requires Λ1Λ′1 6= 0.
By examiningΛ1 andΛ2 further, we arrive at the conjectured theorem, relating the level of
continuity of the canal surface to the level of continuity of the associated curve in Minkowski
space
Theorem 3.15. If two curves f (t ) and f ′(t ) ∈ R3,1 are joined with G2 continuity, so are the
corresponding canal surfaces F (t , u) and F ′(t , u) ∈R3.
Proof. G2 continuity of curves in R3,1 is defined by coinciding unit tangent tm, principal
normal nm, and Minkowski curvature cm. We want to demonstrate that this implies that Λ1
and Λ2 are identical for the two canal surfaces.
The vectors tm and nm span a 2-dimensional plane in R3,1, whose restriction to the first
three coordinates is the plane spanned by t and n ∈R3. Thus if the two curves f and f ′ ∈R3,1
have coinciding tm and nm, their spines s and s ′ ∈R3 have coinciding t and n.
If the unit tangent vectors tm coincide at the join, the two canal surfaces have the same
tangent cone, thus
cΛ1 =
√√√
1−
 r˙
ν
2
= c′Λ′1, (3.31)
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as r˙ν = sinϕ where ϕ is the half angle of the tangent cone. In the plane spanned by tm and
nm, we find the vector (n;−cΛ21Λ2). As n= n′, we get cΛ21Λ2 = c′Λ′21 Λ′2, i.e.,
Λ2
c =
Λ′2
c′ . (3.32)
The Minkowski curvature can be reformulated as
cm
c =
Æ
1−Λ21Λ22
c2Λ21
=
È
1−

1−  r˙ν 2 Λ22c2
1−  r˙ν 2 =
c′m
c′ (3.33)
so if cm = c′m, we get c = c′, Λ1 = Λ′1, and Λ2 = Λ′2. Applying Lem. 3.14, this proves the
theorem.
Remark 3.16. Theorems 3.11 and 3.15 confirm the conjecture in Remark 2.1 of [47] for contact
of order 1 and 2, i.e., joins of G1 and G2 continuity.
3.4.3 G2 continuity with the end sphere
In some cases, for example when constructing corner blends (see Sec. 3.5.2), we want a seg-
ment of canal surface to be G2 continuous with its end sphere. The principal curvatures of
the sphere are c1 = c2 = 1/r , so to calculate the conditions for G2 continuity with the sphere
we need to solve c1 = 1/r , i.e.,
Λ1
r (Λ1 (1+ rΛ2)−X ) = 0 (3.34)
Theorem 3.17. A segment of canal surface is joined with G2 continuity to its end sphere if either
‖ f˙ ‖= 0 or | s˙|= 0.
Proof. By inserting the expressions for Λ1 and Λ2 in (3.34), we arrive at a rational expression
with numerator  
ν2− r˙ 2 ν = ‖ f˙ ‖2| s˙|= 0. (3.35)
This gives us two cases for G2 continuity.
The first case in the theorem, ‖ f˙ ‖= 0, was initially excluded to avoid degeneracies in the
canal surface. Now consider what happens when we allow this at the end of the segment
of canal surface. The characteristic circle parametrized in (3.12) is reduced to a single point,
so we are in fact closing the canal surface, and the surface is then by construction G2 at the
endpoint.
The second case for G2 continuity with the end sphere is ν = 0. Considering the non-
degeneracy condition ν2 > r˙ 2, we need to consider the limit value of r˙/ν to determine the
characteristic circle at the end sphere.
Remark 3.18. Consider a rational Bézier curve f (t ) in R3,1, with control points {p0, . . . , pn}
(corresponding to control spheres of the canal surface). The associated canal surface is closed at
t = 0 if ‖p0− p1‖ = 0, i.e., if the two first control spheres are in oriented contact. The canal
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surface is joined with its end sphere at G2 continuity if p0 = p1, i.e., the first control sphere is
double.
Corollary 3.19. Let f (t ) and g (t ) be two Bézier curves in R3,1 with control points respectively
{p−m, . . . , p0} and {p0, . . . , pn}. If
1. p−1, p0, p1 are collinear,
2. p−2, p−1, p0, p1, p2 span a 2-dimensional plane, and
3. p0 is a double control point for both curves,
then the associated canal surfaces F (t , u) and G(t , u) are joined with G2 continuity.
Proof. If p−1, p0, p1 are collinear, then f (t ) and g (t ) have the same tangent line, i.e., the
same tm. The control points {p−2, p−1, p0}, and {p0, p1, p2} span the 2-dimensional tan-
gent/principal normal plane, so if the two planes coincide, the two curves have the same
nm as well. When p0 is a double control point, the canal surfaces are G
2 continuous with
the common control sphere along the same characteristic circle, thus they are G2 continuous
with each other.
3.4.4 The osculating cyclide
For a curve s(t ) ∈ R3, a geometric interpretation of its curvature c at a point s t is that its
inverse, the radius of curvature rc =
1
c , is the radius of the circle best approximating the curve
close to s t . This circle, called the osculating circle, lies in the plane spanned by the unit tangent
vector t and the unit principal normal vector n. This interpretation can be generalized to
Minkowski space.
Theorem 3.20. If at a point f t on a curve f (t ) ∈ R3,1 the unit tangent and principal normal
vectors tm and nm are well defined, then there exists a unique pseudo-Euclidean (PE) circle c t (u)
in the 2-dimensional plane spanned by tm and nm , tangent to the curve at f t , and with the same
Minkowski curvature cm .
Proof. A PE circle in R3,1 is uniquely defined by three finite points (see [32]). Equivalently,
in the plane spanned by tm and nm, a PE circle is uniquely defined by the point f t , the unit
tangent vector tm and the Minkowski curvature cm. This gives us the uniqueness of the
osculating PE circle. Its existence will be shown by construction later in this section.
A Dupin cyclide is the canal surface associated with a PE circle in Minkowski space. As a
curve in R3,1 has a unique osculating PE circle, a canal surface has a unique osculating cyclide,
see Fig. 3.5.
Theorem 3.21. Along a characteristic circle, a canal surface is G2 continuous with its osculating
cyclide.
Proof. We showed in Thm. 3.15 that if two curves in R3,1 are joined with G2 continuity, so
are the associated canal surfaces. By construction, the osculating PE circle is G2 continuous
with the curve, which proves the theorem.
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Figure 3.5: A canal surface (left) and its osculating cyclide (right).
Thus we can always extend a canal surface with G2 continuity by joining it with its
osculating cyclide.
In Sec. 3.4.1 we derived the principal curvatures c1 and c2 at a given point p on a surface.
The two spheres with radii 1/c1 and 1/c2 in oriented contact with the surface at p are called
its osculating spheres, and gives us a geometric interpretation of the principal curvatures. A
definition of a G2 continuous join of two surfaces is that both tangent planes, osculating
spheres, and principal curvature directions coincide along the join.
For the canal surface corresponding to the curve f (t ) = (s(t ); r (t )) ∈R3,1, f t is the oscu-
lating sphere corresponding to the principal curvature c2 = 1/r (t ). Along the characteristic
circle F t (u), the second osculating sphere bc t (u) is in oriented contact with f t . It is there-
fore the member with radius 1/c1 of the parabolic family of spheres generated by f t and
(F t (u); 0):
v f t +(1− v)(F t (u); 0). (3.36)
Solving the linear equation v r (t )+ 0 = 1/c1 for v, we find that the osculating spheres along
the characteristic circle F t (u) are parametrized by
bc t (u) = F t (u)− 1c1N t (u); 1c1

. (3.37)
Expanding F t (u) and N t (u) according to the parametrization in (3.12), we can write
bc t (u) = s +r − 1c1

cΛ1 (cos(θ)n+ sin(θ)b)− r
′
ν
t

;
1
c1

. (3.38)
Substituting the expression for c1 from (3.28), we find that
r − 1c1

=−rΛ1/ (rΛ1Λ2− cos(θ)) . (3.39)
By reparametrizing bc t (u) using cosθ = (1− u2)/(1 + u2) and sinθ = 2u/(1 + u2), we see
that for each t , the curve is quadratic in u. From [6], we know that this is in fact a PE
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circle, whose envelope is the Dupin necklace of the canal surface. However, since we know
the explicit rational parametrization of the curve, we can show this directly.
Theorem 3.22. The envelope of the family of osculating spheres bc t (u) is a Dupin cyclide.
Proof. Dupin cyclides are characterized as the only surfaces which are canal surfaces with
respect to two distinct one-parameter families of spheres. Considering the curve bc t (u) ∈R3,1,
we can assume without loss of generality that the point (s; r ) is located at the origin. The
canal surface corresponding to bc t (u) is a Dupin cyclide iff there exists a second curve c t (u)
in R3,1 such that any point (xt , xn, xb ; xr ) ∈ c t (u) is at zero distance from bc t (u) (here the
variables xt , xn, xb correspond to the Frenet frame of the spine and xr to a fourth unit vector
for the radius dimension):
‖bc t (u)− (xt , xn, xb ; xr )‖2 = 0, ∀u. (3.40)
This is a quartic rational expression in u, so in order to eliminate it for any u, the five
monomial coefficients in the numerator have to be identically zero. Two of them gives the
implicit equations of two hyperplanes:
xb = 0,
r˙
ν
xt −c Λ21Λ2xn − xr = 0. (3.41)
The remaining equations are equivalent, and gives us the implicit equation of the curve c t (u)
in the 2-dimensional intersection of the two hyperplanes:
cxt +
r˙Λ2xn
ν
2
+

cmcΛ1xn − 1cmΛ1
2
=
1
(cmΛ1)2
(3.42)
The existence of this second curve proves the theorem.
Corollary 3.23. The curve c t (u) is the osculating PE circle of the curve f (t ), and its envelope
(the Dupin collar) the osculating cyclide of the canal surface.
Proof. To prove the corollary, we need to show that c t (u) is contained in the 2-dimensional
plane spanned by tm and nm, and that its Minkowski curvature is cm. The curve lies in
the intersection of the two hyperplanes in (3.41), which both passes through the origin. It
therefore suffices to show that tm and nm are contained in their intersection.
The vector tm is collinear with (t ; r˙/ν) = (1,0,0; r˙/ν). This point satisfies both equations
in (3.41), so tm is contained in the intersection of the two hyperplanes.
When we consider the vector nm, we can remove the component collinear with (t ; r˙/ν).
What remains is proportional to (n;−c Λ21Λ2) = (0,1,0;−c Λ21Λ2). This proves that nm is
also contained in the intersection of the two hyperplanes, and as tm and nm are not collinear,
they span the 2-dimensional intersection.
The Minkowski curvature of c t (u) is found, e.g, by parametrizing (3.42) as a general
conic, and then applying (3.18). We find that its curvature at the origin is indeed cm.
Remark 3.24. From the above proof we see that the restriction of the 2-dimensional plane inR3,1
spanned by tm and nm to the first three coordinates is the plane in R3 spanned by t and n. And
though n is not the restriction of nm , it is uniquely determined given tm and nm .
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The Corollary proves the existence of the osculating PE circle, concluding the proof of
Thm. 3.20.
3.4.5 Additional properties of canal surfaces
Knowing the expressions for the two principal curvatures of a canal surface, we can easily
calculate several other properties.
For example, the Gaussian curvature K is defined as
K = c1c2 =
Λ1Λ2− cosθ
r (Λ1 (1+Λ2 r )− r cosθ) . (3.43)
We can then easily prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.25. The only developable regular canal surfaces are cones and cylinders.
Proof. At regular points, the Gaussian curvature of a developable surface is identically zero.
Inserting the expressions for Λ1 and Λ2 into (3.43), the numerator is linear in cosθ giving us
two expressions to eliminate: ‖ f˙ ‖2ν2c= 0 and ‖ f˙ ‖(ν˙ r˙ − r¨ ν) = 0, ∀t .
We have assumed ‖ f˙ ‖ > 0 except at the end of the canal surface, and ν ≡ 0 gives us a
canal surface with only one point as its spine. The remaining case is c= 0, ∀t , which means
that the spine is linear and ν is constant, so ν˙ = 0. To eliminate the second expression, we
therefore need r¨ = 0, i.e., r is linear. Thus the only developable regular canal surfaces have
linear spines and radius functions: they are cones and cylinders.
We can also calculate the mean curvature H of the canal surface:
H =
c1 +c2
2
=
Λ1

1
2 + rΛ2
− r cosθ
r (Λ1 (1+Λ2 r )− r cosθ) . (3.44)
The first fundamental form determines whether the canal surface has any local self-
intersections, as local self-intersections occur when EG − F 2 = 0. For a canal surface this
gives us a condition on the radius function
|r |<
 Λ1cosθ−Λ1Λ2
 , ∀t ,θ. (3.45)
When the radius function is constant, i.e., for pipe surfaces, this is reduced to
|r |< 1|ccosθ| , (3.46)
which should be true for any θ. Since minθ 1/|ccosθ| = 1/|c|, the pipe surface has no local
self-intersections if
|r |< 1|c| = |rc|, ∀t . (3.47)
Theorem 3.26. As long as its radius is less than the minimal radius of curvature of the spine, a
pipe surface has no local self-intersections.
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Figure 3.6: Three sided corner blended with a patch on the sphere (left) and torus (right).
3.5 Applications: Piecewise rational corner blends
To demonstrate the applications of the conditions for G1 and G2 continuity of canal surfaces,
we present two constructions of blends of a three sided corner. The constructions can be
generalized to certain n-sided corners, and to corners whose faces are patches on natural
quadrics.
3.5.1 Sequential corner blends
Consider a three sided corner, whose edges are blended by patches on cylinders. If the radii
of the three cylinders are equal, the associated lines in Minkowski space intersect in a point.
Then a patch on the sphere corresponding to the point of intersection gives us a blend of the
corner, which is G1 continuous with the edge blends (Fig. 3.6, left).
If only two of the radii are equal, we can blend the corner with a patch on a torus, again
with G1 continuity with the edge blend (Fig. 3.6, right). In current CAD systems, these
corner blends are implemented exactly. When the radii of the three cylinders are all different,
however, current CAD systems have to resort to approximative blends. By constructing the
blend sequentially, we can apply the fixed radius blend parametrization algorithm from [17]
to construct a piecewise rational blend of the corner with internal G1 continuity.
In this sequential construction, one of the edges of the corner is distinguished, and its
blend is extended into the corner blend. We start by blending the other two edges (in Fig. 3.7
we blend the edges with the largest radii). The remaining edge is then composed of three
rational pieces:
1. a line segment: the intersection of the two faces,
2. an arc of circle: the intersection of the largest cylindrical edge blend with the opposing
face, and
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Figure 3.7: Sequential corner blend.
3. a segment of a rational quartic curve: the intersection of two cylinders tangent in a
single point.
When constructing a blend with fixed radius R, we find its spine by intersecting the R-
offsets of the original surfaces. And in this offset corner (Fig. 3.7, left), the spine of the
blend of the remaining edge (including the corner) is similarly composed of a line segment,
an arc of circle, and a segment of a rational quartic. These three curves are joined with G1
continuity, and the radius function of the blend is constant, so as a consequence of Thm. 3.11
the resulting composite edge-corner blend is also internally G1 continuous.
When constructing the rational parametrization of the blend, we parametrize each of the
components separately according to the closed formulae provided in [17].
3.5.2 Spherical corner blends
The spherical corner blend is a generalization of the case where the three cylindrical edge
blends have the same radius. Consider the three curves in R3,1 corresponding to the three
edge blends of the corner. Only in rare cases will they intersect in a single point. In the
general case, we construct transitional curves from given points on the edge blend curves,
to a common point. This will give us three transitional edge blends, and if we choose the
common point properly, it corresponds to a vertex sphere (Fig. 3.8, right) tangent to all
three faces, on which we determine a three-sided patch closing the composite corner blend.
The spheres tangent to all three faces constitutes a linear one-parameter family of spheres,
and the associated cone is inscribed in the corner. This gives us one degree of freedom in the
choice of a vertex sphere.
The spine of an edge blend lies in the bisector of the adjoining faces, which is a plane
through the edge. Any rational spine can therefore be parametrized as a planar rational
Bézier curve. The radius of the blend is the distance of the spine to the two adjoining faces.
If we, for simplicity, assume that the vertex of the corner is in the origin and the unit normal
vectors of the three faces are e1, e2, and e3, then the radius function of the edge blend with
spine s of the face with normal vector e i is s.e i . Thus any rational curve in the bisector plane
will give us a rational edge blend. The construction of edge blends can thus be reduced to
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Figure 3.8: Spherical corner blend of a three sided corner.
the construction of rational Bézier curves in the bisector plane of the adjoining faces, and
ultimately to the construction of control polygons with associated weights.
For a spherical corner blend, the construction of a transitional edge blend is therefore
reduced to the construction of a transitional control polygon connecting the spine curve of
the edge blend to the centre of the vertex sphere. Let p0 be the endpoint of the edge spine
curve, pn the centre of the vertex sphere, and {p1, . . . , pn−1} the control points in between.
If we want the corner blend to be internally G1 continuous, it is sufficient that p1 is on
the tangent line at the end of the edge spine curve, as the join with the vertex sphere is G1
continuous by construction.
In order to achieve internal G2 continuity, we have to apply the results from Sections 3.4.2
and 3.4.3. Recalling Remark 3.18, in order to have a G2 join with the vertex sphere, we choose
pn−1 = pn in order to have a double control point at the vertex sphere.
In R3,1, the bisector surface of the two hyperplanes corresponding to the two adjoining
faces is a 2-dimensional plane. This constrains any curve corresponding to a blend to the
plane spanned by tm and nm. If the corner blend is internally G1 continuous, the remain-
ing condition to ensure internal G2 continuity is that the spines of the edge blend and the
transitional edge blend must have the same curvature c at p0. For a rational Bézier curve, the
curvature at an endpoint is
c= w0w2
w21
n− 1
n
h
a2
(3.48)
where wi are the weights, n the degree of the spine curve, a the length of the first edge of
the control polygon, and h the height of the third control point above the line containing
the first edge. Given the curvature of the spine curve of the edge blend at p0, requiring G
2
continuity therefore gives only one additional constraint in our choice of control polygon
and weights.
Summarizing the requirements for a spherical corner blend with internal G2 continuity:
Theorem 3.27. A spherical corner blend is internally G2 continuous if the control points
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Figure 3.9: The Bézier spine curve in the bisector plane (left), and a n-sided spherical corner
blend (right).
{p0, . . . , pn} and weights {w0, . . . ,wn} of the transitional edge blends satisfy the following con-
ditions:
1. p1 is on the tangent line at the end of the edge spine curve,
2. pn−1 = pn , and
3. c = w0w2w21
n−1
n
h
a2 where c is the curvature at the end of the edge spine curve, a = |p1 − p0|,
and h the distance of p2 from the line spanned by p0 and p1.
The transitional edge blends of two adjacent edges meet in at least one point: the point
where the vertex sphere touches their common face, i.e., the corner of the triangular patch
on the vertex sphere. In order to avoid an overlap of adjacent transitional edge blends at
the vertex sphere, we impose an additional condition on their control polygons. For a three
sided corner, the penultimate control point pn−1 has to be in outside the triangle defined by
pn, the origin (the vertex of the corner), and 2Re i , if the vertex sphere corresponds to the
point (pn;R) and the edge has direction vector e i (Fig. 3.9, left). A similar condition can be
formulated for n-sided corners (Fig. 3.9, right).
3.6 Conclusions
We have shown that, as envelopes of one-parameter families of spheres, canal surfaces inherit
their geometric continuity properties from the associated curve in Minkowski space R3,1: if
two curves are joined with G1 or G2 continuity, so are the corresponding canal surfaces. By
extending the differential geometry of curves in R3 to R3,1, we find that if a curve has well
defined unit tangent and principal normal vectors in a point, it has a unique osculating PE
circle, and the corresponding canal surface has a unique osculating cyclide. The osculating
PE circle is G2 continuous with the curve, so the osculating cyclide is G2 continuous with
the canal surface.
Rational curves in R3,1 correspond to rational canal surfaces, which can be parametrized
using Alg. 3.8 with a minimal bi-degree (n, 2).
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3.6. CONCLUSIONS
Combining these two independent results we can construct piecewise rational rolling ball
blends of edges and corners of patchworks of planes and natural quadrics, with internal G1
and G2 continuity.
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